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Breast Cancer Survivor Stories

By Rick Mundy

Carla Vercoe takes an active role in fighting her breast cancer and Mickey Sanborn learns to live in the moment.

Catering and Event Spaces

By Michael Evans

Summer may be over but that doesn’t mean the party has to end! In fact, for many, the fall is when the entertaining really ramps up as we head into the holidays. Whether you’re looking to host your next corporate function, Oktoberfest, bar or bat mitzvah, or holiday gala, we’ve got the information you need for choosing the site for your unforgettable celebration!

Top Medical Professionals

Whether you are looking for a dentist specializing in smile makeovers, a surgeon to address your back pain, or a doctor of women’s health you can trust the individuals that are profiled in the following pages. Review their qualifications and you will know that we have found for you the TOP professionals in their respective fields.

More Local Hot Spots

By Omid Khanzadeh

Read the continuation of last issue’s article on where the locals go for nightlife entertainment.
Profile is Virginia’s most complete and effective weight loss program designed to work for you, for good. It’s a science-based approach centered around 1-on-1 coaching and personalized nutrition, activity and lifestyle plans customized down to your DNA.

Say goodbye to diets and hello to sustainable weight loss.

CALL 703.991.1455 FOR A FREE COACH CONSULTATION!

"The key is coaching. This is the first time I felt I can do this."
– Michelle Z. lost 42 lbs.
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Gypsy Kings

Featuring Nicolas Reyes and Tonino Baliardo

"Explosive," "brilliant," and Grammy-winning (The New York Times). Get ready to dance with Wolf Trap's favorite flamenco kings behind "Bamboleo" and "Djodi Djoba." Every online ticket purchase comes with one (1) digital download of The Gipsy King's upcoming album, Evidence. US residents only. One album download per ticket. On the album's release date, you will receive instructions via email on how to redeem your album. For ticket purchases made after the album release, you will receive instructions 10-14 business days after your order is placed.

September 8 at 8pm, $39.50, The Filene Center at Wolf Trap

Joe Mande—King of Content Tour

On his new King of Content Tour, Joe Mande travels all over America in an heroic attempt to heal a broken nation with his patented mix of humor and content. Joe Mande is a multi-talented comedian/writer/actor known the world over as Hollywood's "King of Content." His Award-Winning Comedy Special can be seen on Netflix. His acting has been featured on Modern Family, Parks and Recreation, Brooklyn Nine-Nine and in the film The Disaster Artist. And his writing credits include The Good Place, Master of None, and Kroll Show. Now is finally your chance to see some of that famous content, live and in person.

September 12 at 8pm, $16-18, buy your tickets at jamminjava.com, show takes place at The Miracle Theatre, 535 8th St SE, Washington, DC, 20003

The Roosevelts

Indie-rock band, The Roosevelts, kicked off 2017 with a 50 date headlining tour all over the United States. With the addition of new lead singer, Mitchell Kilpatrick, the band has been writing and working on new music. Their show provides a rousing, dance-worthy compilation of songs, but also features poignant tunes that scale the depth of their personality and communicate their story with remarkable power. Having a charismatic ability to connect with fans and a genre-spanning set of songs, 

continued on page 12
Your smile is as unique as you are. Therefore, we take great care in designing a smile that personally suits you. We specialize in smile makeovers that will leave you feeling more confident, looking younger, healthier and more attractive.

Look great and have more self-esteem!
Schedule a consultation today!
concert-goers can’t help but smile and dance – making The Roosevelts a band that music fans of any genre can’t afford to miss.

September 12 at 8pm, $15-25, Jammin Java

Christopher Titus with Rachel Bradley

Christopher Titus never stopped working at bringing the funny. In the twenty years he has performed he has headlined comedy clubs around the country, written, starred and executive produced a hit TV show, and is one of the few comics ever to have a ninety minute comedy special. Titus has never shied away from subject matter. In his first stand up show, “Norman Rockwell is bleeding” he destroyed the Hallmark card definition of family and brought it into a real place. The material included in the show covers everything from his mother’s mental illness to his father’s alcoholism to his ex-girlfriend that used to punch him in the face along with his mother shooting and killing her last husband. Yes, it’s funny as hell and can make you shake your head at the same time. “Hard funny is what I go for” Titus says, “It’s the kind of joke where you laugh first because you can’t help it then you look around to make sure it’s OK to laugh.

September 13 at 9pm, $35-50, The State Theatre

Flea market dealers are also welcome. Come see the Kid’s Corner, where children (ages 3 to 15) can use their math and entrepreneurial skills in selling their gently-used toys, clothes, games and other items. Register for your space early! Advanced registration is required. You may register online, in-person or by phone. Questions? Please call the MCC Registrar at 703-744-9365 or by email at registrar@mcleancenter.org.

September 14, 9am–1pm, Free Admission, 1420 Beverly Road McLean, Va. 22101 (behind Staybridge Suites Hotel), The event is held rain or shine.

Scott Mulvahill

Scott Mulvahill shared the stage with some of the greatest artists of modern music - Ricky Skaggs, Alison Krauss, Barry Gibb of the BeeGees, Bruce Hornsby, Brad Paisley, Peter Frampton, Steven Curtis Chapman, Emmylou Harris, and many more. He’s a full time member of Ricky Skaggs’s band Kentucky Thunder, a position he’s held for three years. Scott’s songs have received honors from the International Songwriting Competition, John Lennon Songwriting Contest, and American Songwriter Magazine’s 30th Anniversary Contest, and he has numerous cuts on other artists’ albums.

September 18 at 7:30pm, $15-20, Jammin Java

Broadway Princess Party (All Ages)

Brush off your tiara and unleash your inner princess with royalty in this hit concert direct from NYC! Featuring two-time Tony-nominee Laura Osnes (Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “Cinderella”), Tony-nominee Susan Egan (Broadway’s original Belle in “Beauty and the Beast,” voice of Meg in the movie “Hercules”) and Grammy-nominee Courtney Reed (original Jasmine in Disney’s “Aladdin” on Broadway). Your every dream will come true as knockout voices sing the petticoats off every princess song in the book, sharing hilarious and heartfelt stories of their royal antics backstage, on stage and beyond! View the video at mcleancenter.org.

“The quality of each princess’s singing was astounding... Short of the Tony Awards, I know of no other place where you can find such abundance of talent on one stage.” –Twin Cities Arts Reader

September 22 at 3 pm, Limited VIP packages with premium seating, exclusive meet-and-greet with the princesses and souvenirs $85/$60 MCC tax district residents, $50/$45 students and seniors/$35 MCC tax district residents, The Alden, 1234 Ingleside Ave. McLean VA 22101
The Union Of Sinners & Saints

The Union of Sinners and Saints will feature members from 2 of the best selling Christian Rock Bands of all time. Selling over 12 million records between them, with more than 25 #1 songs, and with over 15 Grammy and 40 Dove nominations and awards, they will perform many #1 songs like Beyond Belief, Independence Day, The Coloring Song, The River Will Flow, Hit You Where You Live, and Desert Rose.

September 24 at 7:30pm, $30-50, Jammin Java

Lunchtime with the Arts at Mason - NOVATEQ

A professional tuba-euphonium quartet featuring Mason alumni and graduate students plays a wide range of engaging music, from popular songs to classic tunes to pieces composed and arranged by and for the group.

Presented by Reston Community Center and Reston Town Center Association in partnership with GMU College of Visual and Performing Arts.

September 26 from 12:30-1:30pm, Free for All Ages, Reston Town Square Park, Corner of Market Street and Explorer Street in Reston

RESTON MULTICULTURAL FESTIVAL 2019

The 19th annual Reston Multicultural Festival celebrates Reston's rich diversity through song, dance, food and art. Learn about our mosaic of cultures as the community gathers for a delightful day at Lake Anne Plaza. The Reston Multicultural Festival is hosted by Lake Anne Plaza and co-sponsored by Reston Association, with partners from a variety of Reston-based organizations and businesses. This signature Reston event honors the diversity that is one of our greatest assets. Everyone is encouraged to dress in attire that shares their pride in their own cultural roots.

September 28 from 11am-6pm, Free, Rain or Shine, All Ages, Lake Anne Plaza, 1609 Washington Plaza W, Reston, VA 20190

Mini Ladd Presents

Demonetized Tour

Featuring BigJigglyPanda

Mini Ladd & BigJigglyPanda are taking their live show across North America! Stand up, memes, video games, stories that will make you laugh, stories that will make you cry and stories that will travel through existential planes towards the merch table (can't confirm that one, just a shameless plug). Come be a part of the "controlled" chaos that is the Demonetized Tour. YouTube can take our money, but they can't take away this tour!

October 3 at 8pm, $36-102, The State Theatre

Lunchtime with the Arts at Mason - Bernstein Does Broadway

Mason's School of Theater presents highlights from the groundbreaking Broadway compositions of Leonard Bernstein, composer of such hits as Candide, West Side Story and On the Town. Presented by Reston Community Center and Reston Town Center Association in partnership with GMU College of Visual and Performing Arts.

October 10 at 12:30-1:30pm, Free for all ages, Reston Town Square Park, Corner of Market Street and Explorer Street

Aspire Presents

Sad & Boujee (Emo meets Trap Party)


September 21 at 10pm, $10-20, Jammin Java
The Ocean Blue: The “Bring The Kids” Show

The Ocean Blue’s debut record on the famed Sire Records label in 1989 achieved widespread acclaim and radio & MTV airplay. The band of four young high schoolers from Hershey, Pennsylvania went on to do two more well-received records for Sire, the atmospheric Cerulean and alt pop Beneath the Rhythm and Sound, and a fourth record for Mercury/PolyGram, See ‘The Ocean Blue, before leaving the majors in the late 90s. The band did several independent releases in the 2000s, including Davy Jones Locker and Waterworks, and within the last several years began working on a new full length record, their first in over 10 years. That record, entitled Ultramarine, is out now on Korda Records, a new Minneapolis cooperative label that the band helped launch in late 2012.

October 5 at 6pm, $22-80 (Family 4 pack), Jammin Java

ZOSO The Ultimate Led Zeppelin Experience

ZOSO - The Ultimate Led Zeppelin Experience formed in 1995 to perform the most accurate and captivating Led Zeppelin live show since the real thing. For Zoso, it’s much more than just being a tribute. It’s about touching a golden era in music. Zoso embodies Page, Plant, Bonham and Jones in their spirit, tightly-wound talent and authenticity.

October 12 at 9pm, $17-20, The State Theatre

Amy Rigby: Girl to City

Rigby’s 2018 solo album The Old Guys received ecstatic reviews in the US and UK. It was called one of the top ten albums of the year by NPR Fresh Air critic Ken Tucker and included in the Top 100 Albums of 2018 by the Village Voice Pazz & Jop Critics’ Poll. Since touring the US and UK with The Old Guys, Amy released new single and video “Tom Petty Karaoke” and a studio version of live favorite “The President Can’t Read,” named #1 single in Greil Marcus’ Real Life Rock Top Ten, Rolling Stone, March 2019. In celebration of Girl To City’s long-awaited memoir to be published in October, Amy will read selections from the book and rock songs from her catalog on Gibson J45 and Danelectro 12-string guitars.

October 18 at 8pm, $15-25, Jammin Java

Chely Wright

Chely Wright rose to fame as a commercial country singer in the 90’s, and has since released eight studio albums and charted more than 15 singles on the Billboard charts. The Academy of Country Music named Wright “Top New Female Vocalist of 1995.” Her first hit came in 1997 with “Shut Up and Drive”

followed two years later by her first number one single, “Single White Female,” and in 2005 “The Bumper of My S.U.V.” In 2010, Chely Wright released her eighth album, Lifted Off the Ground produced by Rodney Crowell, revealing a dramatic artistic transformation and emerging as a singer songwriter of the first order. Chely made history by being the first country music star to publicly come out as gay, which she revealed in her 2010 memoir entitled “Like Me.” In 2016, Wright released her critically-acclaimed studio album entitled I Am The Rain, produced by Joe Henry. The end of 2018 saw the release of the holiday EP Santa Will Find You, which No Depression called the “warmest, most-family oriented” of recent holiday records. Chely released a new Americana EP entitled Revival in May of 2019.

October 13 at 7pm, $15-25, Jammin Java
Because everyone’s favorite room in the house...

... Isn’t actually in the house.
Eilen Jewell “Gypsy” Record Release Show

American Songwriter describes Eilen Jewell as, “one of America’s most intriguing, creative and idiosyncratic voices.” The Boise, Idaho songwriter is one of a kind. That singular voice springs forth from a woman of more than one mind, and she taps into many of them on Gypsy (August, 2019 Signature Sounds Recordings). By turns personal and political, pissed off and blissed out, Jewell's first album of original material since 2015 expands brief moments of joy into lifetimes, and distills epic sentiments and persistent doubts into succinct songs.

October 22 at 7:30pm, $20-30, Jammin Java

Mat Kearney
City of Black and White Revisited Acoustic Tour

Combing classic songs with modern, beat-heavy production, Mat's fifth album Crazytalk offers up a sound that’s both cerebral and visceral. It’s music for the head and the heart, but it’s also music for the dance floor. The album’s opening track, “Better Than I Used to Be,” takes a look at those early days in Kearney’s backseat. It’s a song about growing tall without forgetting your roots, laced with vocal effects, programmed percussion, and the familiar croon of Kearney’s voice. That voice takes center stage on slower tracks like the modern, minimalistic “Memorized” and a nuanced cover of Sade’s “By Your Side,” with both songs proving that Crazytalk doesn’t need lush, layered production to pack a punch. On album highlights like “Kings & Queens,” though, Kearney makes room for an arsenal of instruments. He played many of them himself, beefing up the mix with digital samples and electronic flourishes. The album’s songs were written in a similar way, with Kearney taking inspiration from organic instruments as well as synthesized loops.

October 23 at 8pm, $30-35, The State Theatre

Lunchtime with the Arts at Mason—Autumn Jazz with Mason Music Productions

Students from Mason’s nationally-recognized jazz studies program play us into autumn with a program of jazz standards and pages from the popular repertoire.

October 24 from 12:30-1:30pm, Free for All Ages, Reston Town Square Park, Corner of Market Street and Explorer Street

David Finckel, cello
Wu Han, piano

Founder’s Day Chamber Music at The Barns

In celebration of Founder's Day, Wu Han and cellist David Finckel explore two emotional extremes: joy and sorrow, through the works of Bach, Mendelssohn, Glazunov, and Chopin.

October 27 at 3pm, $48
The Barns at Wolf Trap

Celebrated dentists Dr. Daniel Han, Perio/Prosthodontist, and Dr. Sooyeon Ahn, Orthodontist, in McLean invite you to discover a new level of services and dental excellence.

Experts in the fields of preventive, restorative, and cosmetic dentistry, their experience in fixed prosthesis, periodontics, implantology and orthodontics, and their advanced study of dental sciences at The University of Pennsylvania, have won them respect and praise from industry professionals and patients alike.

703.356.7001
Call for your assessment today!

6845 ELM STREET, SUITE #450 • MCLEAN, VA
WWW.MCLEANDMD.COM
This Tysons Corner Office Building has a wide range of Offices from Large to Small to suit your needs!

Across the street from Tysons Corner Center, Tysons Galleria Mall, The Greensboro Silver Line Metro, and surrounded by the vibrant neighborhoods of Tysons Corner and Falls Church.

Located conveniently on Route 7, just inside the beltway and down the road from West Falls Church Metro!

Easy access to I-495 HOT Lanes, Dulles Toll Road and I-66!
STOCKTON'S SQUARE
3230 Old Pickett Road | Fairfax, VA 22031
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Abunawas Cafe & Hookah Bar
Circle Plaza Laundromat Bonchon Chicken
CBD Wellness Sharon Hair Town Hot Spot Restaurant
Alrafedain Tobacco & Hookah
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Hookah Bar Capital MMA & Elite Fitness

University Barber Shop Dessert Story
Charly’s Watch & Clock Shop

703-204-2000
www.bernsteinmanagementgroup.com
leasing@bernsteinmanagementgroup.com
NOW LEASING
QUALITY COMMERCIAL SPACES

226 Maple Avenue West
Vienna, VA 22180

2220 Cedar Lane
Vienna, VA 22182

The Village Green Retail Center
513 Maple Avenue W, Vienna, VA 22180

The WestLee, 2200 N Westmoreland St
Arlington, VA 22213

Regal Center, 20921 Davenport Dr
Sterling, VA 20165

Sterling Village Center
22034 Shaw Rd, Sterling, VA 20164

10 Pidgeon Hill Drive
Sterling, VA 20165

6 Pidgeon Hill Drive
Sterling, VA 20165

13000 Harbor Center Drive
Woodbridge, VA 22192

We do not meet your expectations. We Exceed Them

STARTUPS WELCOME!

Bernstein Management Group

PROPERTY LOCATIONS
Fairfax, VA | Falls Church, VA | Vienna, VA | Leesburg, VA | Fairfax City, VA | Tysons Corner, VA
Woodbridge, VA | Reston, VA | Arlington, VA | Dunn Loring, VA | Sterling, VA | North Bethesda, MD

Call today or check out our state-of-the-art virtual tours at
www.bernsteinmanagementgroup.com
703-204-2000 | leasing@bernsteinmanagementgroup.com
Breast Cancer Survivor Stories By Rick Mundy

Carla Vercoe

Taking an active role in fighting her breast cancer

Carla Vercoe is all about wellness. She maintains a vegan, all-organic diet and is not overweight. She owns her own Pilates studio, Studio BE in Fairfax Corner, which she operates with wellness in mind as well. So she was shocked when she learned of her breast cancer diagnosis. “I just didn’t think of myself as a likely candidate. I certainly didn’t want to be a bald, sickly person and decided to find alternative ways of treatment.

“When you get that call your whole world shuts down. It’s the worst news you could get and I was so scared. Most people just go to the doctor and follow the doctor’s recommendations, but I want people to know that it’s OK to say ‘no’ to the doctor. You need to be aggressive and proactive. Because of my concerns for wellness, I didn’t want chemotherapy that is normally prescribed for my situation. That meant I had to do a lot of research myself” which took a couple of months. Vercoe found a top integrative cancer doctor in Florida who was happy to use a different process called IPT, or Insulin Potentiation Therapy. Using that meant she received only about 10% of a standard chemotherapy treatment.

Unfortunately her treatment, while effective, is not FDA-approved so she has had to bear significant costs of up to $40,000, most of which are not likely to be covered. A friend raised around $20,000 through a GoFundMe campaign but the personal costs are staggering. However it was important to Vercoe to be able to tell the doctor “what I would or wouldn’t do.”

Vercoe reports that it has been tough and frustrating, but after 20 weeks of treatments, “it’s amazing how your mind adjusts. I say to myself, ‘this is it, this is good’ and I don’t get upset anymore. I’m as positive as I can be.” She and a friend ran a women’s retreat in Mexico in the spring that became a healing experience for her as well as everyone else.

In general she finds that just sharing her story with others garners “so much support. I’ve reached this point with the love and support of others. I’ve heard others say that once they were diagnosed with breast cancer, they just stayed home a lot. If you isolate yourself, you become more depressed.

“It was important to me to keep exercising and keep working and regain a positive attitude. And because I started feeling better mentally, I think I started feeling better physically.”

For even more ideas in living with and treating breast cancer, Vercoe recommends a website called ChrisBeatsCancer.com that gives folks a great list of questions to ask your doctor if you are in this situation. She will be featured in a breast cancer documentary on Conscious Living TV following her mastectomy which took place in August. The filmmakers have followed her through the entire journey because of her proactive approach.

As for the future, Vercoe says, “It could come back, but why worry? I will continue to be proactive but I want to think of it as a little fluke of nature that is now gone.”
Mickey Sanborn doesn’t spend time worrying about the future. When she was diagnosed with Stage 3 breast cancer in 2005, her matter-of-fact reaction was that there would be a way to beat it. The cancer never slowed her down nor kept her from doing everything she wanted.

Oh, she went through standard treatments of chemotherapy and later radiation, but never had extremely adverse reactions. After the treatments, her tests were clean for a couple of years, but in 2008, the breast cancer returned in her liver and lungs. (When the cancer metastasizes it remains breast cancer even in other organs.) More treatments. Another time a surgeon noticed that her throat was enlarged and, upon further testing, identified thyroid cancer.

“These diagnoses keep coming up,” Sanborn smiles, “but I’m still here. I’m lucky to live in a time and a place where they are implementing advanced treatments and they keep pulling stuff out of their hats.” In fact she is about to begin her third clinical trial and mentioned her bone scan Wednesday, CT scan Thursday, heart scan Friday, and so on as if they were trips to the store.

For Sanborn, dealing with breast cancer is “just a part of my life.” She simply doesn’t allow it to affect her negatively. Using a common metaphor, Sanborn never sees the glass as half-empty. It’s half-full and it’s a drink to enjoy while you have it.

“I have always tried to live in the moment,” says Sanborn. “I may plan ahead some, for a trip or something, but I don’t spend time worrying about what the future may bring.”

Growing up in Louisiana, she attended Louisiana Tech, majoring in journalism. Her early career included photo work with a local newspaper, later the Orlando Sentinel, but ultimately - being in the right place at the right time - she fell into a photographer position with the Air Force and the Pentagon – something of a dream job allowing her to travel and take photos. Her advice to those looking for a job is that “if you don’t have anything and a job is available, take it. You have no idea what it will lead to.”

Sanborn was lucky not to experience feelings of depression or isolation as many breast cancer patients have reported. With her sunny outlook, that is not surprising. Physically she has generally felt fine and she has good friends who have always supported her. She stays active, enjoys her neighbors, and participates in local activities.

Perhaps her most important observation is that having breast cancer changed her perspective on the rest of her life. Issues that may have bothered her at one time do not impact her so much, further underscoring the philosophy that it is best to live life to the fullest.
One of the biggest concerns cancer patients have about undergoing chemotherapy is the loss of their hair. This sudden hair loss can be traumatic, not only because our hair is an integral part of our personal identity, but because hair loss also means a loss of control and privacy. A treatment called scalp cooling allows patients undergoing chemotherapy to keep more of their hair, and two nonprofit organizations are dedicated to spreading awareness about scalp cooling and increasing cancer patients’ access to it.

**The Science Behind Scalp Cooling**

Scalp cooling is exactly what it sounds like, keeping a patient’s scalp cool during chemotherapy treatments. Scalp cooling has been used around the world for decades to prevent chemo-related hair loss, but it is relatively new in the United States.

The cold reduces the flow of blood to the hair follicles, so the follicles absorb less of the chemotherapy medications. The cold also slows the rate of cellular metabolism in the scalp, which lessens the effect of the chemo medications on the scalp.

Patients still experience some hair loss, but, according to HairToStay—a nonprofit organization founded in 2016 to raise awareness and provide subsidies to patients so they can take advantage of scalp cooling treatments—one-third of the treatment recipients retained more than 80% of their hair and half retained at least 40% of their hair. This had a tremendous effect on the patients’ sense of well-being, control of their privacy and desire to be social.
Minnesota, has been instrumental in raising money to purchase biomedical freezers for the cold caps and installing them at infusion centers.

Another method of scalp cooling was approved by the FDA in December 2015. It uses an automated device that provides continuous cooling to a cap, making multiple caps and freezers unnecessary. While the automated machines are becoming more available, most patients still use the manual caps for the treatment.

Since scalp cooling is still quite new in the United States, insurance companies usually don’t cover it. To make this treatment available to those who wouldn’t otherwise be able to afford it, San Francisco-based HairToStay provides need-based grants so more patients have access to the treatment, either the manual caps or the automated system.

HairToStay is funded by private and corporate donations, business partnerships and crowdsourced funding. It also partners with haircare professionals, manufacturers and beauty product distributors across the country to raise funds and awareness. HairToStay encourages salons to hold fundraising campaigns called Salon-a-Thons, and HairToStay works with them to tailor a program that works for them. Some examples of salon fundraisers include donating the proceeds from a day of service or product sales, hosting a cut-a-thon, or pledging a percentage of service and/or product sales for a period of time.

To learn more about HairToStay, to donate or to apply for a subsidy for scalp cooling treatment, visit HairToStay.org. To learn more about The Rapunzel Project or to donate, go to RapunzelProject.org.

Analiese Kreutzer is a contributing writer to VivaTysons and VivaReston. As a long-time resident of the area, she is passionate about the communities, people and businesses our publications cover. She can be reached at AnalieseKreutzer@gmail.com.

---

**Manual and Automated Cooling Options**

There are two methods for cooling the scalp during chemotherapy. Manual cold caps have been used in the United States for about 10 years, but only on a limited basis. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not cleared manual cold caps, so patients must rent them privately and bring them to their treatment centers. Patients need more than one cap because the caps must be switched out as they warm up during treatment. Replacement caps must be kept cold at -22 degrees Fahrenheit, a temperature most freezers don’t reach, so patients often have to rely on dry ice in a cooler. The Rapunzel Project, a nonprofit organization based in
Catering Spaces & Places

By Michael Evans

Summer may be over but that doesn’t mean the party has to end! In fact, for many, the fall is when the entertaining really ramps up as we head into the holidays. Whether you’re looking to host your next corporate function, Oktoberfest, bar or bat mitzvah, or holiday gala, we’ve got the information you need for choosing the site for your unforgettable celebration!

Depending on the type of event you are hosting, you’ll want to consider the following:

**Head Count** – How many guests do you anticipate hosting? This will help to narrow down your venue options based on their maximum (and comfortable) capacity. Keep in mind; the type of event also impacts your spacing needs... For example, a cocktail reception with high-tops spaced out for standing and mingling has greatly different needs than that of a butlered dinner.

**Amenities** – What is included in your rental fees? Some venues include tables, chairs, linens, etc. while others require you rent your own. Similarly, some spaces require use of an in-house caterer, whereas others allow you to bring in your caterer of choice. Setting your priorities and determining what your caterers needs are will help you to factor in any additional expenses that may be required.

**Location** – Where is your venue, and how far are people travelling to get there? Depending on the nature of your event, you may want to consider proximity to airport and/or lodging for your guests. Some hotels may include a shuttle to and from the airport, or within a certain radius, providing added convenience for your guests. Additionally, another factor to consider is accessibility to other dining, nightlife and attractions nearby, particularly if your guests are coming from out of town or are staying for longer than just your event!

**Theme** – Does your event have a particular theme or overall aesthetic you’re looking for? This may help to narrow your search! Envisioning the details of your celebration coming to life will help to quickly prioritize what you’re looking for in a venue.
Some options you may want to factor in as you’re planning include cohesion with style of tables and chairs and tablescapes, to centerpieces and flowers, backdrops, lighting & flexible space (for dance floor, music, other entertainment, games/activities, etc.), and of course capacity and pricing.

While all of this may seem overwhelming at first, it’s important to remember that there is no shortage of event spaces in the D.C. Metro Area! The vast array of sites provides something for everyone, from intimate gatherings, to large conventions, and from rustic barns to historic halls. We’ve included a small round up of some of our favorite local venues to get your search started!

**Daughters of the American Revolution Headquarters**
**Washington, D.C.**
www.dar.org/national-society/entertaining-dar

DAR Headquarters is conveniently located in the heart of Washington, D.C. While the O’Byrne Gallery and Portico are notable for their elegance and stunning views of the Washington Monument, respectively, there are a total of nine indoor and outdoor event spaces available for private events! With so many spaces to choose from to fit your taste and budget, you’re sure to be covered for your next stately event, corporate fundraiser or wedding!

**The George Washington Masonic National Memorial**
**Alexandria, VA**
gwmemorial.org/pages/rental

While the Grand Masonic Hall is the most popular rental space inside the G.W. Masonic National Memorial due to the regal setting for weddings, corporate functions, and other formal galas, there are a several other rooms, theaters and outdoor spaces available for rent for social events. The variety of space options and the ability to customize to meet your event’s needs, as well as overall elegance and grandeur throughout the building (take one step inside...

---

**Briar Patch Bed & Breakfast Inn**
**Middleburg, VA**
www.briarpatchbandb.com

The Briar Patch offers a variety of spaces based on the size and duration of your event. From small and intimate gatherings, to large weekend-long celebrations, you’ll enjoy this picturesque setting in the heart of horse country. As an inn, this all-inclusive property provides guest access to B&B rooms on site, as well as many of the rentals needed for your event, making this one of our favorite spots for weddings, bar/bat mitzvahs and corporate retreats!
Memorial Hall and you’ll see what we mean!), are just a few of the reasons why we love catering here!

The Hendry House at Fort C.F. Smith Park

**Arlington, VA**

parks.arlingtonva.us/rentals/hendry-house

Nestled in the woods of Fort C.F. Smith Park, the Hendry House is a small jewel hidden in Arlington. Great for corporate functions, intimate weddings, and holiday or birthday parties, this historic site boasts four rooms for use for smaller events inside the historic house, as well as the ability to expand capacity by adding a tent on the lawn. Surrounded by the beautiful natural background of lush greenery, this venue is sure to impress your guests!

Stone Tower Winery

**Leesburg, VA**

www.stonetowerwinery.com/weddings-events

Set amongst the gorgeous backdrop of Hogback Mountain is one of the areas most popular wineries, Stone Tower Winery. From small get-togethers with friends for wine tasting and a picnic, to weddings, corporate and private events, Stone Tower is the place to be! The Vineyard View Ballroom, so aptly named for it's sweeping views of the mountain and vines, serves as a beautiful option for large events, while Wild Boar Hall and the Summit Room provide the perfect setting for a more intimate corporate retreat. With several spaces available to rent, this is one of our favorite venues due to the natural beauty and functionality for hosting special events!

Strong Mansion

**Dickerson, MD**

www.sugarloafmd.com/strong_mansion.html

Strong Mansion’s setting on Sugarloaf Mountain emanates serenity, sophistication and historical charm. With formal gardens, a spacious ballroom, and a picturesque pond, this venue is a gorgeous option for weddings, but also provides an interesting escape for any social event! Given the capacity of the mansion, as well as the grounds and tented patio, Strong Mansion is an excellent choice for those with a medium-to-large guest list, looking to impress their guests!

Top of the Town

**Arlington, VA**

www.topofthetown.com

Located in Rosslyn, VA, Top of the Town offers breathtaking panoramic views of the nation’s capital, including the famous Washington, D.C. landmarks.
and the Potomac River. With its spacious ballroom and outdoor terrace, the striking views provide the perfect ambiance for any event, from elegant holiday parties and corporate retreats, to grand galas, bar and bat mitzvahs, and wedding receptions. Named “the best view in town,” by Washingtonian Magazine, we couldn’t agree more and are confident that you and your guests will too!

Michael Evans is chef-owner of Helga’s Caterers, a family-owned, full-service catering company with over 35 years of experience in providing fine food and excellent service for all of your catering needs throughout the D.C. Metro Area.

“Our main concern is what is best for your child.”

Dr. Gema Island
Board Certified Pediatric Dentist

703-790-1320
1500 Cornerside Blvd. Suite 310,
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
www.islandchildrensdentistry.com

Services
Preventive Dentistry
Emergency Services
Child Friendly
Patient Comfort
Cutting Edge Technology

OPEN SATURDAYS

$99 Special
includes:
Full exam
Cleaning and
X-rays

Special Needs Children

“Planning is a Process - Not a Product”

We believe in a holistic approach to financial management, aligning your investment and financial decisions with your values.

Our financial advisors give objective advice, putting your best interests first. As a client, you put us in a position of trust, and we take that responsibility seriously. You can rely on us to provide:

- honest advice
- transparent cost information
- proactive investment management

8391 Old Courthouse Road • Suite 203 • Vienna, VA 22182
(703)356-4360 • VLPFA.com

Investment advisor representatives offering securities & advisory services through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SPIC, a Broker/Dealer Registered Investment Advisor. Cetera is under separate ownership from any other named entity.
Early History of St. John’s Episcopal Church
McLean, Virginia

By Carole Herrick

The history of McLean’s St. John’s Episcopal Church begins in 1866 with Sunday school classes being taught by Cordelia Slade in the log-cabin home of her father, William Slade, located on Georgetown Pike at the edge of the village of Langley. An Episcopalian congregation soon formed and members began worshiping in the nearby pre-Civil War Langley Methodist Church; some services were held in private homes. There were enough Episcopalians in the area that the congregation decided to build a church of their own. Land was obtained on Georgetown Pike to the east of Langley Fork from local resident Henry Taylor. A small clapboard box-like church building was consecrated on June 24, 1877. The surrounding roads were of poor quality and transportation was a continual problem for both the membership and pastors; often Sunday services were not held. The church had trouble maintaining a pastor, even a part-time one. The few families that continued to teach Sunday School prevented the building from falling into disrepair.

On July 4, 1906, the Great Falls & Old Dominion Railroad began operating. The 14 mile trolley route connected Rosslyn with the Great Falls and its tracks crossed Chain Bridge Road where the stop was named Ingleside. The Ingleside stop was located about half way between the villages of Lewinsville and Langley and simply became known as McLean in 1910. At this time St. John’s was floundering. Regular services were at a bare minimum. The Langley area was very rural. Transportation continued to be a problem for the church. In order to survive, its members looked into relocating to a site near the Ingleside stop. A quarter of an acre of land was purchased from Matthew and Ella Laughlin near the Ingleside stop on the south side of Chain Bridge Road on August 12, 1908. Included in the purchase was a right-of-way easement granted by the Great Falls & Old Dominion Railroad for a sidewalk along Chain Bridge Road which gave access to the tracks. The original church building was then physically moved in August of 1909 from its Georgetown Pike location to the new location in Ingleside. The following is a description of the move of the church building as described by a six-year old Mervin Boston:

“they jacked up the church and put logs under the frame. Then they put timbers on the ground for the logs to roll on. A cable was attached to the building and run to a winch just like the ones they used to pull up stumps with. They used a horse to walk around the winch and turn it so it tightened the cable and pulled the church forward. When a log rolled free from under the church, it was hauled back to the front and started under the church again. After the building got up to the winch, they unwound the cable, moved the winch forward, and started all over again.”
they jacked up the church and put logs under the frame. Then they put timbers on the ground for the logs to roll on. A cable was attached to the building and run to a winch just like the ones they used to pull up stumps with. They used a horse to walk around the winch and turn it so it tightened the cable and pulled the church forward. When a log rolled free from under the church, it was hauled back to the front and started under the church again. After the building got up to the winch, they unwound the cable, moved the winch forward, and started all over again.”

The move turned out to be positive for St. John’s and the congregation began to grow. In 1910 the congregation purchased an additional 43,714 feet of land from Matthew and Ella Laughlin. This purchase allowed church officials to establish an independent parish known as the Langley Parish which covered about 50 square miles. This was followed by the erection of a rectory in which a minister would reside who would only serve the newly created parish and St. John’s Episcopal Church. The rectory was completed in the spring of 1913. The Reverend William Painter became the first rector of St. John’s on October 1, 1913.

An additional six-foot strip of land adjacent to the church property was purchased from the School and Civic League in 1916 upon which the Langley Parish which covered about 50 square miles. This was followed by the erection of a rectory in which a minister would reside who would only serve the newly created parish and St. John’s Episcopal Church. The rectory was completed in the spring of 1913. The Reverend William Painter became the first rector of St. John’s on October 1, 1913. An additional six-foot strip of land adjacent to the church property was purchased from the School and Civic League in 1916 upon which a parish hall was constructed in 1922. The parish hall operated as a community center but was used for many more activities that included a motion picture theatre, antique shows, the Parish Players, and, for a brief time in the early 1950s, the “Straw Hat Players,” a summer theatre group.

The congregation at St. John’s grew steadily over the years. And the area around the McLean stop became the core of McLean. The closing of the railroad in 1934 had little effect on St. John’s. This was because the core congregation, even though rural, had significantly expanded and the automobile had become the mode of travel, making it easier for people to get to church activities. The tracks were removed and the railbed became Old Dominion Drive and covered with asphalt pavement. After World War II, when many who worked for the War effort decided to remain in the area, the church was “bulging at the seams,” particularly during Sunday worship services. People were now arriving in automobiles and the limited parking became an issue. It was time to find a new site upon which to build a larger church.

On October 29, 1953, the congregation voted to purchase 12.92 acres along Georgetown Pike; the purchase price would not surpass $2000 per acre. The property was purchased from Catherine and Oswald Carper on March 24, 1954. Ground was broken on March 27, 1955, for the new church and the first services were held in the new building on July 15, 1956.

The issue now was what to do with the Chain Bridge Road property. The original church building and parish hall were vacant, but the Reverend Al Matthews continued to live in the rectory until September 1959. The area had been zoned commercial. The vestry of St. John’s sold 28,031 square feet of property, which included the church and parish hall, on May 29, 1959, to Virginia Stations, Inc. Both buildings were taken down and a filling station was built on the site. The sale of 32,338 square feet of property to John and Esther Hampton, that included the rectory, followed on December 3, 1959. The Hamptons kept the rectory and leased space to local businesses such as Stell Insurance Agency, Frederick W. Berens Real Estate, Crowell & Company Real Estate, and John R. Hampton Plumbing and Heating.

The Hamptons sold the rectory property to Frances and Paul Justice on April 10, 1964, who moved their McLean Service Station business from its location at Chain Bridge Road and Old Dominion Drive to the new site and continued to rent the adjacent rectory building starting with Hicks Realty, Inc. Beginning in 2000 renowned photographer Jeff Lubin used the space for his portrait studio. He vacated in 2015 and the former rectory for St. John’s Episcopal Church was occupied by NOVA Firearms. This was extremely controversial because the property backed up to the playground of the Franklin Sherman Elementary School. There were citizen protests. In September of 2017 NOVA Firearms relocated to another location. The old rectory building sat vacant for over a year and a half until Boss Design Center, a remodeling agency, set up shop in 2018. The façade of the traditional white clapboard building was dramatically changed. Boss Design painted the outside a dark blue-black, gave it a white roof, and highlighted the trim around the windows in bright yellow. It is the same structure; just a different coat of paint.

Residents, particularly newcomers, have little knowledge of the history of McLean, an unincorporated community with a total of 24.88 square miles. I feel that McLean is fortunate the rectory remains today. Even though the original St. John’s church building and parish hall have disappeared, the 1913 rectory building with its colorful facade, gives today’s residents a glimmer toward understanding “footprints” that helped shape the community in which they live.
The charm and character of this 1940’s Arlington Heights colonial ended abruptly at the threshold of the dark, cramped kitchen. The homeowners dreamt of a spacious kitchen with more storage, countertop space, including an island, and one that capitalized on the natural light and picturesque views from the back of the house.

Taking down a wall improved the flow of the entire first floor. The kitchen now opens to both the dining and living rooms and is the hub of the home. The new location allows for much natural light to flow through.

The homeowners are thrilled and have hosted several successful parties in the remodeled space.

As a full-service design-build remodeling company, we are not limited to using only your existing kitchen space. We are able to do the structural work to reconfigure your current space without limitations.

Are you ready for a free in-home consultation? Call Foster today at 703-743-7608 or schedule online at www.FosterRemodeling.com.
You’re reading this, like 240,000 others every issue... and we hope you appreciate the caliber of the company we keep and community that we serve. Our readership is within miles of your doorstep. Keeping your name in front of our area’s most affluent consumers pays handsome dividends over the years. They’re looking for you... Be there for them.

Talk to our marketing strategist on how we can keep your name front and center in print and digital today. Space is limited, hurry!
All of us who live and work in Northern Virginia are extremely fortunate to have top medical professionals who have chosen this area to deliver their quality services. Whether you are looking for a dentist specializing in smile makeovers, a surgeon to address your back pain, or a doctor of women’s health you can trust the individuals that are profiled in the following pages. Review their qualifications and you will know that we have found for you the TOP professionals in their respective fields.
Dr. Brian R. Subach

Brian R. Subach M.D., F.A.C.S. has been named one of America's top doctors as featured in the American Airlines magazine. Dr. Subach is both a neurosurgeon and a complex spine surgeon, and is Board-Certified in both disciplines. In addition Dr. Subach holds a functional medicine certification in age management medicine from the AMMG. He has held this certification since October 2014 giving him a unique perspective on the progressive degenerative changes that affect the spine, advanced treatments for refractory osteoporosis and the unique benefits of intravenous nutritional therapy.

He is a nationally recognized expert in the treatment of spinal disorders and lectures extensively. He is a fellow in the American College of Surgeons an active member in the American in the American Association of Neurological Surgery and the North American Spine Society. He has been named to the international Lumbar Spine Study group and has been consistently recognized for his accomplishments in the Castle Connolly guide to Top Doctors, the Washingtonian Top Doctors and Becker’s Healthcare that places him in the top 100 of all spinal surgeons.

Dr. Liliana Calkins

Dr. Calkins is dedicated to providing patients with the highest quality and technology in orthodontic care. As an internationally trained orthodontist, she holds two degrees in dentistry and orthodontics. Dr. Calkins is a continuous student, and has access to the best training centers in her specialty, such as the elite Dawson Academy and The Piper Research and Education Center. Dr. Calkins successfully combines the latest technology in her field with her education to better serve the oral health needs of her patients.
Dr. Rishita Jaju

Dr. Rishita Jaju is a board certified pediatric dentist. She has achieved the Advanced Laser Proficiency Certification from the Academy of Laser Dentistry. Her expertise in using Waterlaser safely and effectively is recognized by the World Clinical Laser Institute with their highest mastership certification. She received her specialty training in pediatric dentistry at Children’s National Medical Center (CNMC) in Washington, DC where she continues to serve as clinical faculty.

SMILE WONDERS

11790 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 105, Reston, VA 20191
571.360.3662 | www.smilewonders.com

NOVEL SMILES

8180 Greensboro Dr., Suite 100, McLean, VA 22102
703.942.8882 | www.NovelSmiles.com

Dr. Lan Tran

As a graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology (TJHSST), Dr. Tran went on to earn his bachelors in both Business and Science from The College of William and Mary. After completing his dental studies at VCU School of Dentistry and Detroit-Mercy School of Orthodontics, Dr. Tran is glad to be home and give back to the area he grew up.

As a Board Certified Orthodontist, Dr. Tran wants to ensure that not only is your smile aesthetically pleasing, but also functionally correct.

At Novel Smiles, Dr. Tran and his team will put your needs first to achieve efficient and comprehensive treatment in a supportive, fun environment. Years of continuing education beyond residency has allowed Dr. Tran to integrate current research and technology to give you the best treatment possible. Knowing orthodontic treatment is an investment, the office provides comfortable financing options to ensure you get the smile you deserve!
Dr. Kallas realized early in his career that the techniques and materials used in cosmetic dentistry could also be applied in general dentistry for better, more long-lasting and attractive results. He has been a pioneer in modern dentistry for nearly 20 years.

His training includes Howard University, College of Dentistry postdoctoral training and internship at the District of Columbia General Hospital. His advanced training and continuing education are pursued at the Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental Studies (LVI), one of the world’s most renowned facilities for aesthetic and neuromuscular dental training.

Dr. Kallas is distinguished in the U.S. and internationally for excellence in dentistry and for his contributions to his community.

Dr. Kallas is a member of the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry, the American Dental Association, the Virginia Dental Association, the Northern Virginia Dental Society, the American Academy of Laser Dentistry, the International Association of Orthodontics, the American Association of Functional Orthodontics, the American Academy of Craniofacial Pain, and the International College of Craniomandibular Orthopedics.

TESTIMONIAL

“As a newscaster I have to be aware of how my smile looks both on-camera and off. I had veneers already, but wasn’t happy with them. When I decided to re-do them, I researched nearly 40 doctors, but chose Dr. Kallas because I knew my smile would look beautiful before and after the new veneers were complete. There’s a dramatic difference between my old veneers and what I have now from Dr. Kallas. I can see and feel the difference and so can the people watching me on TV. I get so many emails from viewers complimenting me on my smile.”

—CHRISTINE KLIEN, NEWSCASTER FOR ABC7, 2016

SMILE MAKERS DENTAL CENTER

8310-A Old Courthouse Rd, Tysons Corner, VA 22182
703.356.0250 • www.smilemakerscenter.com

Dental Services, Oral Surgery, Orthodontics, Pediatric Dentistry, Dental Implants, Periodontics, Endodontics, Cosmetic Dentistry
Dr. Gema Island

When you enter, you’ll be greeted by a colorful salt-water aquarium, iPad stations with video games, and kids-only areas and music. Dr. Gema Island is a pediatric dentist, but most importantly, Dr. Gema is a mother first. She knows that as scary as it may be for your child to go to the dentist, it’s no less scary for the parents. She’s therefore dedicated to providing the highest quality of dental care in the most gentle, positive and enthusiastic manner possible.

ISLAND CHILDREN’S DENTISTRY

1500 Cornerside Blvd., Suite 310, Tysons Corner, VA 22182
703.790.1320 | www.islandchildrensdentistry.com

Dr. Gema Island

Preventative Dentistry, Cleaning and X-rays, Sedation, Orthodontics, Special Needs Children, Emergency Services, Patient Comfort and Cutting-Edge Technology

Drs. Daniel Han & Sooyeon Ahn

Drs. Daniel Han and Sooyeon Ahn are experts in the fields of preventative care, restorative and cosmetic dentistry, fixed prosthetics, periodontics, and implantology. Dr. Han & Dr. Ahn have designed their practice to meet all your dental needs in a comfortable environment with a team of specialists. Dr. Han is dual-certified in implantology and periodontal prosthetics, as well as periodontics, by the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Ahn specializes in the field of orthodontics.

HAN & AHN DMD, PC

6845 Elm Street, Suite #450 McLean VA 22101
703.356.7001 | www.McLeanDMD.com

Dr. Sahar Emami

D. Sahar Emami has a B.S Degree in Neuroscience from George Mason University and attended the Inter American University of Puerto Rico School of Optometry. Her passion for optometry stems from her understanding that treating her patients is a privilege. She is grateful for the opportunity to help her patients live their best lives by emphasizing not to settle for just “okay” vision, and to listen and communicate effectively with my patients.

MY EYE DR

8369 Leesburg Pike Suite A, Vienna, VA 22182
703.506.0000 | www.myeyedr.com

Dr. Sahar Emami

Prescribing Glasses and Contact Lenses, Eye Exams, Retinal Imaging, Transformational Eye-Care Experience, Cataracts, Glaucoma, Macular Degeneration
Yongsook Victoria Suh, MD

Yongsook Victoria Suh, MD, the founder of Victoria Plastic Surgery Center, is well recognized as one of the Best Cosmetic Surgeons in Metropolitan DC area. She has been voted as one of the Top Plastic Surgeons by the Washingtonian, the Northern Virginia Magazine, and the Super Doctors. She is the past President of National Capital Society of Plastic Surgeons. Dr. Suh has a great enthusiasm for education. She is an Assistant Clinical Professor at VCU School of Medicine. Dr. Suh has been recognized by the Plastic Surgery Education and Research Council for her research in Cleft Lip and Palate. Dr. Suh also conducted research in Breast and Burn Reconstruction. She serves as a Board Member in numerous societies. With her advanced training and dedication to perfection, Dr. Suh specializes in all aspects of facial rejuvenation and body contouring. She is featured Plastic Surgeon for "Facelifts" and "Mommy Makeover" in the Washingtonian magazine. Dr. Suh’s passion is to enhance the unique features of her patients, bringing harmony and natural beauty to life in the most safe environment at the state of the art facility. She believes that combining the newest surgical techniques and up to date modern technology can change, enhance, or encourage a person’s life.

Victoria Plastic Surgery Center
8503 Arlington Blvd #130, Fairfax, VA 22031
703.293.5010 • www.victoriacosmeticsurgery.com

Face Lift, Breast Augmentation, Body Contouring, Rhinoplasty, Eye Lifts, RF Microneedling & PRFM, PRP, Botox and Fillers, CoolSculpting, Skin Care

TESTIMONIAL

I researched several sources before I decided to make an appointment with Dr. Victoria Suh. I was definitely apprehensive at my first consultation but was quickly at ease as she thoroughly explained different treatments for me and answered all my questions. Never once did I feel pressured into having anything done. I have been going to Dr. Suh and have received exceptional results! I contribute this to her impressive knowledge of facial structure due to her surgical skills, as well as her strong desire to produce the best results. She has an excellent demeanor and an eye for creating a natural looking results. I have recommended several of my friends because I am confident they will receive safe, beautiful results that will make them feel fabulous! She is the best in Northern Virginia!

D.H.
Dr. Izzat Sbeih

A McLean VA native, Dr. Sbeih attended The George Washington University for his undergraduate and graduate studies. He then attended the Medical College of Virginia where he was awarded his Doctor of Dental Surgery degree in 2008. Since then, Dr. Sbeih has committed himself to continuing education with a special emphasis on Cosmetic dentistry, occlusion and implant dentistry. In 2016, Dr. Sbeih received the Mastership award from the Academy of General Dentistry—one of the most respected designations in his profession and the highest designation awarded by the Academy of General Dentistry. Upon meeting him you will realize that dentistry is his passion. He places a very strong emphasis on patient education and cosmetic dentistry and his goal is to provide the highest quality of care in the most comfortable environment. At Novel Smiles, Dr Sbeih works with a team of board-certified specialists under one roof to ensure that everyone gets the highest quality care for the smile they deserve.

NOVEL SMILES
8180 Greensboro Dr., Suite 100, McLean, VA 22102
703.942.8882 | www.NovelSmiles.com

Dr. Dima Ali

Dr. Dima has a 15 year history of proven excellence in her field and doctors come to WellMedica to learn how to use the latest technological innovations. Dr. Dima, known for treating many of Washington DC’s political elite, attended The George Washington School of Medicine, is Board Certified by the American Board of Laser Surgery, a Fellow of the American Academy of Laser Medicine and Surgery and is a Faculty Member of the American Society of Cosmetic Physicians.

WELLMEDICA AESTHETIC & ANTI-AGING MEDICINE
1801 Robert Fulton Drive, Suite 540, Reston, VA 20191
703.787.9866 | www.WellMedica.com
Dr. Liliana L.C. Calkins Recognized by Continental Who’s Who as a Pinnacle Professional of the Year

In the field of Medicine in recognition of her role as Specialist in Orthodontics and Craniofacial Orthopedics at Sunrise Orthodontics Facial & Airway Development Center.

Dedicated to providing her patients, with gold standard quality orthodontic services; Sunrise Orthodontics Facial & Airway Development Center, specializes in providing exceptional dental sleep medicine, craniofacial orthopedics, orthodontic and orofacial myology care to those they serve. Utilizing the latest innovations in medical dental technology, the team at Sunrise Orthodontics combines the most advanced techniques with a compassionate approach to cater to the wellbeing of their patients.

With 25 years of experience as a specialist in Orthodontics, Dr. Liliana L.C. Calkins has established herself as a trusted name in the field of orthodontics. Always learning and growing in her profession, Dr. Calkins has attained extensive experience in all facets of orthodontics. With a commitment to her patients, Dr. Calkins has become well versed in the areas of dental sleep medicine, craniofacial orthopedics, nasoalveolar molding for infants, along with diagnosis and treatment for Temporomandibular Joint disorders. Dr. Calkins is committed advancing her knowledge on her profession and providing for her family. When asked about what keeps her in her profession, she stated, “My passion for learning and improving the quality of life of our patients.”

Graduating first in her class at dental school, Dr. Calkins graduated from National Autonomous University of Mexico City (UNAM) and earned her certification in orthodontics with honors.

To further enhance her professional development, Dr. Calkins is an esteemed member of several prominent organizations including the American Association of Orthodontists, American Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Association, and The Dawson Academy, American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine, Virginia Academy of Sleep Medicine, Piper Education and Research Center, Spear Study Club, and International Academy of Ofacial Myology. Founding member of Sleep and Airway Group of Northern Virginia.

Charitable to various organizations, Dr. Calkins is an avid supporter of Tysons Youth Center and Girls on the Run where she also participates in marathons for the organization.

In recognition of her many professional achievements, Dr. Calkins was the honorary recipient of the International Association of Dentist-Patient Choice Award and named by Northern Virginia Magazine as Top Orthodontist.

When she is not working, Dr. Calkins enjoys traveling, honoring God at St. Luke Catholic Church, spending quality time with her family, hiking, kayaking, and playing the violin.

Married with her heart and caring for two children, Dr. Calkins dedicates this recognition in loving memory of her father, Felipe de Jesus Lopez Bautista; her mother, Maria de Jesus Contreras Cabrera; her sister, Lupita Lopez Contreras, her beloved family: Matt, Sophia and Stephen Calkins. With deep gratitude to the mentorship of Dr. Mark Piper, and Dr. Jim McKee.

For more information, please visit https://www.sunrise-orthodontics.com/team/dr-liliana/
The future has arrived! People with unwanted fat, in the wrong places, are always looking for better ways, and the newest technology, to help reduce or get rid of that fat and build muscle. We are excited to announce that the newest member of the CoolSculpting family, CoolTone, has been cleared by the FDA and is now available in the Fall. CoolTone uses magnetic muscle stimulation to induce supramaximal contractions in order to increase muscle strength and definition in the abdomen and the buttocks. CoolTone is not only the most powerful muscle toning device on the market today, it is also pain-free. The powerful electromagnetic current that is produced to stimulate the muscle contraction is able to bypass the sensory nerves which allows for a comfortable yet effective treatment. The introduction of CoolTone into the marketplace will undoubtedly jolt the body contouring industry.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved the newest CoolTone device for use in strengthening, toning and firming the abdominal area, buttocks and thighs. CoolTone uses magnetic muscle stimulation to penetrate muscle layers, which then causes involuntary muscle contractions. The body responds to the contractions by strengthening muscle fibers, leading to increased muscle tone. Same maker of the CoolSculpting device, a non-surgical fat-elimination device that works by freezing and killing fat cells in targeted areas like the abdomen, flanks or under the chin.

Ask An Expert
By Nuha Handoush, Licensed LME Clinician
Astoria Laser Clinic & Med Spa

New Science, Removing Fat First, Then Build Muscle Second

Astoria Laser Clinic & Med Spa
703-992-9290
2106-B Gallows Road
Vienna, VA 22182
www.AstoriaLaserClinic.com
50% OFF
ONE SERVICE OF YOUR CHOICE BELOW
ALL OTHERS AFTER THAT ARE 20% OFF

Need to be purchased on first FREE consultation visit, packages expire only after 18 months.

COOLSCULPTING
COOL SCULPTING BODY FAT REDUCTION EACH CYCLE (min 4)

VANQUISH ME™
Vanquish Me Adipose Tissue Melting Body Contouring

Venus Legacy Radio Frequency Body or Face tightening
Silk Dermal Infusion, Vi Peel with Booster
Nano Fractional Radio Frequency Face and Neck
Micro Needling, Clear Lift Fractional Laser and many more...

At Astoria we will sculpt your Body without Surgery and will keep your Secret.

Astoria Laser Clinic & Med Spa
AstoriaLaserClinic.com
2106-B Gallows Road | Vienna, VA 22182
703-992-9290
Ask Dr. Dima

About The Latest Tool in the Fight Against Aging

Viva Nanofractional Radiofrequency with SmartScan Technology

It seems that every few months there is a new device that promises the fountain of youth for aging skin. Some of them work and some of them don’t. I try everything on the market on myself, my staff and willing volunteers to weed the ineffective ones out. One of my new favorite devices is called the Venus Viva. The Viva device allows us to obtain the results of full face laser resurfacing without the downtime and risks. It’s like getting a CO2, Erbium, Fraxel and VBeam laser all in one. Typically dermatological procedures are designed to resurface skin by tissue ablation, are very painful, and require sedation anesthesia or nerve blocks to perform. Moreover, there is usually a prolonged healing time. In addition, traditional Fraxel and laser treatments target the skin’s surface causing damage in order to signal the skin to repair itself.

Unlike these devices, the Viva uses patented nanofractional radiofrequency and SmartScan technology to deliver energy to the dermis. This generates heat in a controlled manner to initiate skin change, rebuilding collagen and fibroblast stimulation, all resulting in tissue remodeling. The Viva system achieves results with minimal discomfort and very little to no downtime. State-of-the-art patented tip allows for a depth of penetration up to 500 microns and provides varying energy densities, enabling simultaneous ablation of the epidermis and coagulation of the dermis area resulting in skin resurfacing with minimal pain.

It treats everything from fine lines and wrinkles to skin laxity, tone and texture, large pores, hyperpigmentation (even melasma), acne scarring, redness/roacea and age spots. It sounds too good to be true, but it really works!

What is a Venus Viva treatment like?

A topical anesthetic is applied to clean skin for about 45 minutes. 99% of our patients don’t feel a thing. Occasionally the feeling of warmth or a quick pinch can be sensed. We give our patients a cold air chiller to keep them comfortable. The treatment itself only takes about 15-20 minutes, depending on the size of the area being treated.

What kind of results can I expect from a Venus Viva treatment?

You can expect mild to moderate redness and minimal swelling of the treated areas. The redness should stop after a few hours, and the swelling should go down within 12-24 hours. Very small pin point dots that are left by the electrode pins are easily covered with makeup. These will naturally exfoliate in a few days, but are barely noticeable.

Venus Viva treatments are most effective when done as a series of treatments. We recommend 6 treatments about 4 weeks apart. Once the treatment course is completed, results continue to develop and improve over 6-9 months. This is because it takes the collagen and elastin cells that long to regenerate. We often combine the Viva treatments with other procedures on the same day such as Venus Freeze, facial fillers, Botox and Vibradermabrasion. The end result is firmer, more even toned, radiant skin.

Dr. Dima Ali
Board Certified Cosmetic Laser Surgeon
WellMedica Aesthetic & Anti-Aging Medicine
703.787.9866
1801 Robert Fulton Dr., Suite 540
Reston, VA 20191
www.WellMedica.com
There’s an exciting new community coming to the Tysons area that’s designed to be the first Life Plan Community in Tysons. Projected to open in 2023, to residents 62 and better, The Mather will offer apartment homes with SMART home technology, amenity-rich community spaces, and luxury of a different kind for those who wish to plan ahead to live life to the fullest. It is a place in which people can pursue new passions and priorities, with a plan in place that supports aging well.
“We are thrilled to have received approval for this exciting new community,” said Mary Leary, Mather LifeWays CEO and President. Life Plan Communities provide a continuum of living options that enable people to plan ahead to access additional services, such as health care, if ever needed. It will feature amenities and program offerings centered around six dimensions of wellness supported by research from Mather LifeWays’ nationally-recognized Institute on Aging.

This unique type of community offers the added peace of mind with access to on-site care like assisted living, rehabilitation services, skilled nursing and memory support, thus allowing people to “age in place” gracefully.

The Mather’s apartment homes will range in size from 850 square feet to more than 3,000 square feet, with modern, open floor plans. Prices start at $650,000, depending upon apartment size, location, service package, and selected health plan.

The community will also feature lush green spaces, a fitness center and day spa, and inspiring social, educational and cultural opportunities such as digital media workshops, live music, art & technology seminars, featured lecturers, and much more.

The Mather is expected to deliver significant public benefits to Tysons and Fairfax County, including additional retail stores on Westpark Drive, a publicly-accessible urban park with nearly three acres of green space, employment opportunities, and a commitment to sustainability. It is seeking LEED Gold certification.

Reservations Already Being Accepted

Reservations are already being accepted, and nearly 200 have already been placed. This suggests an enormous interest in the project, and a need for a senior housing component in Fairfax County.

Deposits of 10% are now being accepted on select apartment homes, and that locks in pre-construction pricing and medical approval now, as well as provides the best choice of floor plans and views and the ability to upgrade and customize finishes.

Pricing includes a one-time entrance fee that is 90% refundable to the resident or their estate. Residents also pay a monthly service fee, variable by the size of the home, to cover daily living expenses and services.

The Information and Design Center is located at 7901 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 110, McLean, VA 22102. For more information about becoming a future resident, visit www.TheMatherTysons.com, call 703-348-8522, or email info@themathertysons.com.

“My husband and I are looking forward to becoming residents of The Mather upon its completion in 2023,” said Peggy Love of Arlington, VA. “The upscale proposition of The Mather is beyond just another beautiful high-rise condo building. Its forward-thinking plan fits perfectly with the goals of the Tysons Corner initiative. We look forward to contributing to Tysons’ growth as an integral part of the area.”

The Age Well Study

The Age Well Study released by Mather LifeWays Institute on Aging shows that residents living in Life Plan Communities report more healthy behaviors and have greater emotional, social, physical, intellectual and vocational wellness than a demographically-similar group of older adults living in the community at large. That’s good news for the Tysons community.

In the study, Life Plan Community residents report:

- Greater satisfaction with life
- More physical activity
- Increased personal connections
- Higher volunteering frequency
- More optimism
- Greater life purpose
- Better self-reported health and fewer chronic conditions

The five-year study is available as a free download at www.TheAgeWellStudy.com.

More About Mather LifeWays

Mather LifeWays is a non-denominational, not-for-profit organization founded more than 75 years ago with a mission to enhance the lives of older adults. Dedicated to developing and implementing Ways to Age Well, Mather LifeWays creates programs, places and residences for today’s young-at-heart older adults. These include providing supporting neighborhoods as better places for older adults to live, work, learn, contribute and play, and identifying, implementing and sharing best practices for Ways to Age Well. In addition to The Mather in Virginia, Mather LifeWays operates Life Plan Communities in Illinois and Arizona.
Many women find themselves part of the generation, “sandwiched” between caring for their aging parents and young or even grown children, often providing support while holding down full-time jobs. This role can be challenging, especially when it comes to finances.

With the rising cost of living in the DC-metro area, trying to meet day-to-day expenses while saving for retirement (and possibly college) can be challenging. When you add the financial challenges of caring for aging parents and supporting adult children, the financial burden can seem overwhelming. Below is a list of three things anyone caught in the sandwich generation can do to reduce some of the uncertainty and help ease the burden.

1. **Talk With Your Family About Finances**

   Even though it may be difficult to talk with your parents and children about financial realities, try to do so early on. If you wait until a medical or financial crisis forces you to act, you may not have the time or flexibility you need to make sound financial decisions.

   **Talking with Your Parents:** Try to get a clear view of your parents’ finances, including insurance, retirement savings, sources of income, and expenses. That way you can better understand what they can afford and where you may need to fill in any gaps. The goal is to get everyone thinking about the big picture and working to identify changes that could be made to reduce some of the risk.

   If you can, sit down with your parents and discuss their essential living costs (expenses such as housing, food, insurance, and transportation) as well as their discretionary costs (expenses such as entertainment and travel). Compare essential expenses to steady sources of income, such as Social Security or pensions/annuity income (if they have any) then discuss the amount of money they are withdrawing from their retirement savings, investment accounts, or other funding sources and how long that money is likely to last.

   Also, check into their health care plans. Try to identify sources that will pay for future health care expenses. Get details on their health and long-term care insurance, as well as any other available resources. Make sure they have a health care proxy and a living will in place.

   **Talking with Your Children:** The discussion with your children may be similar in many ways, depending on their age. If your adult children are depending on you to fund their expenses or are living with you rent free, you need to identify where they are falling short and work with them to come up with a plan for them to become financially independent.
If you children are college age, discuss with them your ability to fund their education. Your instinct may be to try to protect your children from financial realities, but it is important that they understand that college is not free, and that they may be expected to fund part (or all) of the cost. There are many options for reducing the out of pocket expenses of college including scholarships, local college, and work-study programs. Remember, your children can take out loans to fund their education—you cannot take out loans to fund your retirement.

2. Prioritize Saving

If you are in the sandwich generation it’s important to save as much as possible. It is hard to predict future expenses and having a fully funded emergency fund, and being on track with your retirement savings can go a long way in providing for your financial security. This is especially true if you have to take time off from work (and lose income) to care for parents.

Put Your Retirement First:
Contribute as much as possible to your workplace retirement plan. At the very least, make sure you contribute up to any company match so you’re not leaving ‘free money’ from your employer on the table. It is also important to avoid tapping into your retirement savings prematurely through loans or early withdrawals. Dipping into your retirement funds early removes the potential for tax-deferred growth and compounding, which can leave a serious dent in your retirement savings.

Prepare for College Costs: If you aren’t already saving for your children’s college, you may want to consider starting. There are several tax-advantaged college savings accounts available. One is a 529 college savings plan account, which offers tax-deferred growth and federal income tax-free withdrawals for qualified higher education expenses. Many states offer a state tax deduction for annual contributions. Research 529 plans in your state to find out your options.

Save on Health Care: Health Savings Account’s (HSA) and Flexible Spending Account’s (FSA) are two popular savings accounts that allow you to save for healthcare expenses pre-tax and withdraw principal and earnings free from federal taxes for qualified medical expenses. Contact your employer’s benefits provider to find out if you are eligible to save in an FSA or HSA.

3. Protect Yourself and Your Family

Make sure you and your family have adequate insurance coverage to reduce the likelihood of an unexpected large medical expense derailing your financial security.

• Health: You cannot depend on Medicare to cover all of your parent’s medical expenses. For example, most dental care is not covered by Medicare, and can be pricey.

• Long Term Care: Medicare also does not cover long-term care. Do you and your parents need long-term care insurance? The answer depends on your age, the cost of coverage, how long you might need coverage, and the types of benefits you want. So carve out the time to weigh your options.

• Life & Disability: With the needs of multiple generations on your shoulders, protecting your family from the risk of your disability or death may be more important than ever. Disability and life insurance can help make sure that your loved ones are cared for in the event that you are unable to work.

The reality is that managing the competing financial priorities of your parents, your children, and yourself can be stressful. So take control by discussing your families options, saving now for future expenses, and making sure you have the safety nets your family needs in place. A good financial advisor should be able to guide your family through these discussions and help you identify and potential shortfalls.

You or your family may have to adjust their expectations—from when you stop working, to where your kids go to college to how your aging parents spend their retirement. In the end, this is what families should do—work together to solve problems. Remember you do not have to handle this on your own.

1. “Market Survey of Long-Term Care Costs” Genworth Cost of Care Survey, 2017

Note: Before investing, the investor should consider whether the investor’s or beneficiary’s home state offers any state tax or other benefits available only from that state’s 529 Plan.

Want to learn more?
Visit: www.vlpfa.com or submit your question for an Advisor to info@vlpfa.com.

VLP Financial Advisors
(703) 356-4360
8991 Old Courthouse Rd., Suite 20
Vienna, VA 22182

Rose Price is a Registered Representative of and offers Securities and Advisory Services through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, a broker/dealer and Registered Investment Adviser. Cetera is under separate ownership from any other named entity.
Vienna Merchants

**Terra Christa**
30 Years in Business
- Quartz crystals, gem stones, and minerals from all over the world
- Unique one of a kind jewelry
- Aromatherapy candles, essential oils, and lotions
- Books, cd's, and decks
- Healing energy services, readings, coaching
- Angels, Native American, Tibetan, and Christian gifts and accessories

703.281.9410
130 Church St NW
Vienna, VA 22180
www.terrachrista.com

**Pazzo Pomodoro**
Authentic Italian Food

“Pazzo Pomodoro represents a different concept offering more authentic Italian meals. Our food will taste like it came out of my mother’s kitchen in Salerno.”
Chef Raffaele

118 Branch Road | Vienna, VA 22180
703.281.7777 | pazzopomodoro.com

**The Clock Shop of Vienna**
CLOCKS of QUALITY AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
Chelsea • Howard Miller • Hermle • Seiko • Lindow • Comitti • Rhythm • Coo Coo’s and more...
ANTIQUE CLOCK RESTORATION FREE “IN-STORE” ESTIMATES
Since ’73

109 Church Street, NW
(703) 938-3990
clockshopofvienna.com

**Bikes@Vienna**
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIRS
- Folding Bikes
- Recumbents
- Trikes
- Tandems
- Adaptive

128A Church St, NW Vienna
703-938-8900 | www.BikesAtVienna.com

**Peking Express**
A TYSONS FAVORITE!
Mon - Sun 11:00am - 9:30pm
Lunch - 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Dinner - 4:00 pm - 9:30 pm
703-281-2445
www.peking-express.com
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Vienna Merchants

Don Pollo
Pollo a la Brasa • Charbroiled Chicken

Let Mosquito Medic Eliminate Your Pest Problems All Season Long.

Call 703-957-0640 for a Free Quote Today or Visit MosquitoMedic.com

No games.
NO TICKS!
NO MOSQUITOES!

Let Mosquito Medic Eliminate Your Pest Problems All Season Long.

Call 703-957-0640 for a Free Quote Today or Visit MosquitoMedic.com

No games.
NO TICKS!
NO MOSQUITOES!

“Without promotion, something terrible happens...

...NOTHING!”

-P.T. Barnum

Promoting your enterprise has never been more important than it is today. In a market exploding with new business openings and new competition, keeping your brand in front of the community and top of mind is mandatory if you want to remain the "Home Town Favorite."

Space is limited, call us today!

Call us at 703.448.7323 or email info@vivatysons.com

Vienna Merchants

146 Maple Ave. | Vienna, VA 22180
571.529.6537 | donpollogroup.com
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Tysons Premium Hair and Colour Salon

CAPTURE DREAMS | CREATE BEAUTY
MAKE A DIFFERENCE

A warm and friendly atmosphere with two American Board Certified Haircolorists (ABCH). The mother and daughter duo have created a unique environment with a team of dedicated staff that are passionate about giving each guest a customized aesthetic and memorable experience time after time with each visit.

Couture Color | Balayage | Extensions | Color Correction | Babylights
Open Tuesday–Sunday

8100 Boone Boulevard, Suite 115 | Vienna, VA 22182
703.848.2000 | www.colourbarstudio.com
10851 GROVEHAMPTON COURT
RESTON, VA
$789,900

Move-in Ready! Lovely 3BR, 3.5 BA colonial on a beautifully landscaped corner lot. Design details include crown molding, chair rails, skylights, bay windows and 2 stone fireplaces. Many updates including gleaming hardwood floors, Hunter Douglas shades and Plantation shutters and surround sound throughout the home. HVAC installed in 2018, 3 yr old water heater. Fully finished walk out lower level has carpeted rec room, full bath, wet bar, and bonus room that can be used as a bedroom. Backyard patio and hot tub! Beautifully maintained, great location...Don’t miss this one!

DAVE AND JOANNE ADAMS
m: 703-963-4491
o: 703-471-7220
dave@joanneadams.com
WWW.JOANNEADAMS.COM
8409 CARDINAL GLEN COURT
VIENNA, VA
$1,095,000
The location of this house is perfect. It’s close to Tysons and you can easily reach Tysons without going on Route 7 or route 123. There are back roads to the Beltway, to 66 and into Vienna, as well. The people that live in this neighborhood love it. This one-owner home was loved and updated over the years. The home is in a Cul De Sac, the rear yard is fully fenced with a large deck and patio with a covered porch and covered areas on the deck. There is a large living room, dining room and a 1st floor library as well as a vaulted ceiling in the Family Room. The kitchen has all stainless steel appliances and white all wood cabinets. There are 4 bedrooms and 3 updated baths on the upper level, including the master. The lower level is fully finished with lots of room and a full bath.

12020 WAYLAND STREET
OAKTON, VA
$889,900
Not your cookie-cutter house here! This is a big, beautiful bargain at $899,900. Expanded & renovated about 10 years ago, this home boasts a Gorgeous, Killer Kitchen that opens to extensive, multilevel patios & firepit; 5 BRs, 4.5 baths, including the lovely MBR ensuite bathroom; huge DR, Living Rm, Family Rm and Playroom on the Main Level; Hardwood Floors, Charming front Porch, 2-car garage; & 2-zoned HVAC & lots ot recessed lighting throughout. Enjoy the 2-sided FP in the Foyer & DR, the FP in the Family Room off the kitchen or the Firepit out back. Call me to see this baby!
ONE-OF-A-KIND IN DOWNTOWN VIENNA

VIENNA, VA
$1,385,000
Spectacular Steve Bukont home in the heart of Vienna. Walk to Shops, Restaurants and Vienna Elementary School. Fabulous craftsmanship and terrific open layout. Awesome sunroom AND deck overlooking private extended treed rear yard. All the quality and quaintness you would expect on a quiet gorgeous street. Sunny southwest exposure, too.

CLASSIC AND TIMELESS

ALEXANDRIA, VA
$1,188,000
What an elegant City of Alexandria delight!!! Large freshly painted inside and out Tudor with terrific layout including open kitchen/breakfast room/family room. Tranquil sunroom overlooking private landscaped rear yard. Grand entry staircase to wonderful master suite with reading room, walk-in closets and large bath. Finished lower level with bar!

GRAND UPGRADES

OAKTON, VA
$798,500
This charming home has been loved and has a beautifully upgraded kitchen with gorgeous cabinetry, stainless steel appliances and granite. Stunning renovated master bath in extended master suite. Private screened-in porch and brick patio overlooking nearly 2/3-acre lot with western exposure. Sought-after Madison H.S. pyramid.

“Making It Happen”

WWW.MARKGOEDDE.COM

MARK GOEDDE

LONG AND FOSTER REAL ESTATE
c: 703-850-8129
w: 703-790-1990
markgoedde@LNF.com
CROSSWINDS FARM
CLIFTON, VA
$1,999,000

Only one real estate brand holds the keys to your most exceptional home and life. With 9.49 acres and exceptional equine facilities, this 5-bedroom, 4.5-bathroom, Clifton home is made for the serious equestrian. The barn and paddocks are best experienced on a private tour, which can be arranged by calling Peter Leonard-Morgan, Global Real Estate Advisor at Hunt Country Sotheby’s International Realty - 443.254.5530.

PETER LEONARD-MORGAN
2 W. Washington St
Middleburg, VA 20117
peterleonard-morgan@huntcountrysir.com
10603 CREAMCUP LANE
GREAT FALLS, VA
$2,899,000

Beautifully sited custom home on 2 acres built by Ted Viznic. Mahogany doors, 8-inch baseboards, thick archways and paneled molding with modern, Lutron lighting system and perfect, wide-plank hardwood floors. The rooms have central vacuum and is wired with speakers in the ceiling. Gas fireplace, large dining room with three modern chandeliers and spot lighting on a classic muraled wall. One wall holds an iPad that has controls for much of the house, including the sound and the front gate. The kitchen features two center islands, dark cabinets and leathered, light marble countertops. Subzero refrigerator, Double wolf ovens, a 48-inch Wolf range top, dual Bosch dishwashers and deep farm sink. Oversize 3 car garage that leads into the mudroom, spacious laundry. Enormous upper level game room, four large bedrooms, each with crown molding, built-in benches under the windows, walk-in closet with built-ins, and each with a high-quality marble finished bath. The master bedroom has a veranda looking out over the back yard. It has a huge, walk in closet with a center aisle. The lower level has ten-foot ceilings and a sixth bedroom. The huge rec room area has a bar with a leather finished granite counter, sink, refrigerator, icemaker. The media room is to die for, with 12-point surround sound, a projection television state of the art and two tiers of seating. Lower level library and wine cellar. The lower level walks out to the enormous, flat back yard, all cleared and ready for a pool.
### One Realty One Group Capital

**A Team You Can Trust**

We know real estate, all you have to worry about is choosing a home you love, we’ll do the rest.

---

#### Katharine Binkley

- **Phone**: 703.328.9325
- **Email**: binkleykatharine@gmail.com

**Address**: 9500 BURDETT ROAD / BURKE

- Pristine view of Lake! Open layout great for entertaining featuring: gleaming hardwood floors, huge sliding glass doors leading you to the deck and your private oasis. Bright Walkout basement, tot lots, 2 pools, walking trails, and tennis/basketball courts.

- **SOLD** / $440,000

---

#### John Akhavan

- **Phone**: 703.522.6444

**Address**: 6801 WHITTIER AVE / MCLEAN

- A rare opportunity to own an amazing free-standing building located in McLean’s highly sought-after 22101 zip code. Minutes from Chain Bridge Rd and Old Dominion Dr, this 14,812 square foot, three level building is fully leased. Ample parking available for tenants and their clients.

- **SOLD** / $6,200,000

---

#### Kelly Pappas

- **Phone**: 703.638.3467

**Address**: 505 MACARTHUR AVE / VIENNA

- Beautiful custom home in the heart of downtown Vienna. 3 finished levels, 6 bedrooms, 4 full baths, 1 half bath and a 2 car garage. Quiet street and premium lot with a backyard oasis you’ll never want to leave.

- **SOLD** / $1,430,000

---

#### Francisca Alonso

- **Phone**: 703.927.9184

**Address**: 6333 OLD CHESTERBROOK RD / MCLEAN

- Parade of Homes 2019 Best in Show Winner! New modern design by award-winning AV Architects + Builders. Unique California-style modern floor plan on 1.22 acres in the heart of McLean! Over 8,700 finished SF on three levels!

- **SOLD** / $3,349,000

---

#### Yaztka Allen

- **Phone**: 571.221.7055

**Address**: 42175 WARWICK FARM PLACE / ALDIE

- Phenomenal open floor plan with wide plank hardwood floors throughout main level. Gourmet kitchen with stainless steel appliances, granite counter tops, upgraded cabinets and sunfilled with tons of natural light. Spacious family room adjoining kitchen. Master suite with Sitting area.

- **SOLD** / $709,400

---

#### Christina Macro

- **Phone**: 703.597.3497

**Address**: 7211 RACEPOINT WAY / ALEXANDRIA


- **COMING SOON!**
A Team You Can Trust
We know real estate, all you have to worry about is choosing a home you love, we’ll do the rest.

Cameron Nikkhah
703.587.5870
cam@rogsells.com

Christina Macro
703.597.3497
hi@thebrainybroker.com

Kelly Pappas
703.638.3467
Kelly@kellypappas.com

Natasha Aref
703.478.4760
natashasellsva@gmail.com

Francisca Alonso
703.927.9184
francisca@avarchitectsbuild.com

John Akhavan
703.522.6444
john@johnakhavan.com

Elaine Morgan
703.304.8007
elainemorganhomes@gmail.com

Arnold Ambers
202.957.7047
arn.the.realtor@gmail.com

Katharine Binkley
703.328.9325
binkleykatharine@gmail.com

Yaztka Allen
571.221.7055
yaztka@ateamsells.com

Muayyad Nour
571.919.7945
muayyad.nour@gmail.com

Noe Villatoro
571.918.1923
noev@villatorohomes.com

Arlene Borg
571.420.2360
arleneborgrealtor@gmail.com

Mona Bekheet
703.785.5595
mbekrealtor@gmail.com

Ali Zinat
703.627.1305
azinat@gmail.com

Trey Tatro
202.313.8475
treytatro@gmail.com
Poppy Cole

**Exceptional Results ... One Client at a Time**

Poppy completely understands that no two transactions are the same. Each transaction involves different people with different driving forces, different seasonal markets, locations, and property features. Poppy’s background in nursing with its lessons in assessment, analysis, listening and team management are vital tools in a Real Estate transaction. The ability to bring these tools together and use modern technology in marketing and targeting specific audiences are a winning combination for clients. Having grown up in the Northern Virginia area, Poppy is familiar with the different neighborhoods and what they have to offer. A full-time Realtor since 2002, consistently a top 100 Mid Atlantic Coldwell Banker Realtor, and a Certified Negotiation Expert, Poppy has the experience to deliver successful results for her clients.

**Specialties:**
- Certified Negotiation Expert

---

Casey Margenau

**Fine Homes & Estates**

With exceptional credentials, Casey uses his 30 years of experience to help his clients maximize the value of their real estate transactions. His experience, extensive knowledge and understanding of Northern Virginia’s Real Estate market have helped him to sell over $3 Billion of homes. For 5 years straight, Casey had been the #1 agent worldwide because of the fact that he enjoys helping families as well as individuals find the best homes, or the land to build their forever homes. The homes that Casey specializes in are some of the finest homes Northern Virginia has to offer. He has always been an innovator in marketing the properties he sells; from digital, print, and social media marketing. His reach is global, national, regional, and local to make sure that people, no matter where they are, see the homes that he has to offer so they can find the perfect home that meets their unique needs.

**Specialties:**
- Area’s Premier Luxury Home Builder and Realtor

---

Mark Goedde

**Quality Real Estate Service**

Mark Goedde has been exceeding his clients’ expectations in quality real estate service throughout Northern Virginia. Mark has the financial and investment experience to help you make smart decisions concerning your home and/or your real estate portfolio, representing YOU when you’re ready to either buy or sell a home. He can assist you with multi-million dollar homes and mid-level properties and has been serving residential real estate needs for over 30 years in Fairfax, Loudoun and Arlington Counties and the Cities of Alexandria, Fairfax and Falls Church. Mark is a full-service Realtor with mortgage, insurance, property management and title partners to serve your every need.

**Specialties:**
- Investment Property, New Construction, Works With First Time Home Buyers, Specializes in Relocations, Resale Residential, Single Family Homes and Townhomes, Associate Broker, Luxury
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If Myopia is undiagnosed, it can cause serious problems at school, home, and in life. With increased screen time and less outdoor time, annual eye health exams are more important than ever. Schedule an exam today.

For nearly half of all kids, Myopia is part of their look.
Gloria Adams
TRUSTWORTHY, NEIGHBORLY, TENACIOUS!

Top Producer Gloria Adams has been listing and selling homes in the upscale markets of Fairfax for over 20 years building a reputation for service that exceeds one’s expectations. Gloria received the NVAR Diamond Top Producer Award in 2018 from the NVAR Top Producers Club and is a Life Member of the NVAR Million Dollar Club. In 2017, Gloria also received a TTR Sotheby’s Special Achievement Award for Sales Accomplished. Gloria moved to McLean, Virginia 25 years ago from the Texas/Oklahoma area. Prior to starting her career in real estate, she worked for the Congressional Budget Office on Capitol Hill, the Brookings Institution, and two Presidential Commissions, solidifying her grasp for the markets she serves so well. She developed a love for the real estate business and her reputation among her peers and customers alike is a testament to her desire to go that “extra step” to ensure a satisfied client.

Specialties:
- Negotiation Expert
- Resale Residential, Rentals

Sotheby’s
INTERNATIONAL REALTY
703-319-3344
6723 Whittier Ave #101, McLean, VA 22101
www.sothebysrealty.com

Ginger P. King
BEST REAL ESTATE AGENT AND TOP PRODUCER

Designated Best Real Estate Agent by Washingtonian Magazine 2015 and #4 in the Company Top Ten in 2014, Ginger is a Life Member Northern Virginia Association Top Producer. She is a native and resident of Vienna, VA, and as the daughter of a builder, she loves residential real estate marketing and sales. Ginger is a licensed realtor in Virginia and Florida and specializes in residential real estate sales in Northern Virginia—especially, Vienna, Fairfax, Oakton and nearby. She has a number of real estate designations and enjoys tennis and golf.

Specialties:
- Accredited Buyer Representative (ABR),
- Accredited Staging Professional (ASP),
- Graduate Realtor Institute (GRI),
- Senior Real Estate Specialist (SRES)

Brandy Schantz
LICENSED IN DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, AND VIRGINIA

Brandy is a former U.S. Army Intelligence Officer who brings the same level of commitment and integrity to real estate as she did to her military duties. She is dedicated to bringing personalized service and expertise to each and every client. Brandy has a consultative approach to real estate, offering the best advice on each particular situation—some which may lead to a home purchase, selling your home, or a change in trajectory all together. It’s not about “the sale”, it’s about the client. Brandy has a B.A. in International Relations from the University of Central Florida and an M.B.A. from Virginia Tech. She lives in Vienna, VA and serves on the board of Women in Housing and Finance Foundation and enjoys volunteering at various local organizations. She speaks Persian-Farsi and is an avid runner and triathlete.
Dave and Joanne Adams
Certified Luxury Home Marketing Specialist

After 19 years as a retail business executive with extensive marketing and negotiation skills, JoAnne transitioned into Real Estate. Dave served 21 years with the United States Secret Service before transitioning into Real Estate. His unique knowledge of Northern Virginia and the Washington D.C. area has proven beneficial to their clients. Dave and JoAnne have been Northern Virginia residents since 1991 and work together as a team. They understand the stresses of relocating, having moved several times when Dave worked for the Federal government. Dave’s relationships here and abroad, their knowledge of sophisticated database technology, analytical approach to tasks and commitment to service, honesty and integrity are the cornerstones of the Dave and JoAnne Adams Group.

Specialties:
Military Relocation Professional (MRP®)
Seller Representative Specialist (SRS)
Certified Luxury Home Marketing Specialist (CLHMS®)

dave@joanneadams.com
m: 703-963-4491
o: 703-471-7220

Dr. Rishita Jaju & Dr. Anh Dang
Pediatric & Laser Dentistry

Schedule a check-up before school starts!

- The BIG authority on Little Teeth
- Many Dental Insurances Accepted
- New Patients are Welcomed!
- Caring for Infants, Children, Teens and Special Needs Kids

Board Certified Pediatric Dentists
(571) 350-3663

11790 Sunrise Valley Dr
#105, Reston, VA 20191

www.SmileWonders.com
Modern Pediatric Dental offices utilize state of the art technology to make sure children feel comfortable while receiving top quality and enjoyable dental care! This makes sure that dentist visits do not spark fear and anxiety in children who have not had the opportunity to become familiar with their dentist.

Here are a few things to ask about when looking for your child’s Pediatric Dentist.

**4 Pieces of Technology to Improve Your Child’s Dental Visits!**

**TV/iPads**

The best and most child friendly offices have technology that kids and parents are already familiar with, such as TVs or iPad, which help children feel at ease when entering a dental setting. A play area filled with toys, books, and iPads will excite kids about visiting the office! Child-friendly games and apps can be used to keep kids having fun while they wait for their appointment. TVs at each operatory chair can be used to play popular TV shows or movies to help distract children from being nervous and bring their attention to something more exciting than a teeth cleaning or fillings.

**Intraoral Digital Cameras**

When it comes to helping you understand your child’s dental diagnosis or treatment, intraoral digital cameras allow you to see exactly what the Pediatric Dentist sees. These cameras produce instant images of your little one’s teeth. The images can be saved as stills or video. The cameras are designed to be slim and small, so children can easily tolerate having pictures taken of each tooth!

**Digital X-Rays**

Diagnostic x-rays have long been invaluable to dentistry. The emergence of digital technology within the past decade have made dental x-rays significantly more safe and comfortable! Digital technology allows the reduction of radiation exposure to patients by as much as 90% over traditional x-rays. In fact, eating 2 bananas can expose a person to more radiation than what is used for 1 dental x-ray. In addition to how safe digital X-rays are, they eliminate the waiting time for pictures to develop. They also provide sharper images that can be enhanced instantly to show detail. Since the images are captured so quickly, tolerating the sensors are often more comfortable to use for children rather than traditional film.

**Laser Dentistry**

Laser Dentistry is one of the most advanced dental treatments available today. By utilizing laser energy and water, Pediatric Dentists are able to perform a wide range of dental treatment in a comfortable manner for kids. The Waterlaser is very effective in desensitizing teeth during restorative treatment, reducing the need for needles and local anaesthetic! It is also much more gentle than sharp instruments, such as scissors or scalpels, during soft tissue procedures. The Waterlaser’s gentle approach allows for a much easier recovery. Waterlasers help eliminate the fear associated with dental treatment and foster a healthier mindset about oral care.

With so many advances in health technology available, be sure to see if your Pediatric Dentist is able to utilize them so your little ones can continue to build happy, healthy oral hygiene habits for life!

---

**Smile Wonders**

(571) 350-3663 | www.smilewonders.com
11790 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 105, Reston, VA 20191
THE NEW GOLD STANDARD IN SKIN REJUVENATION

VIVA NANOFRACTIONAL RADIOFREQUENCY
with SmartScan Technology

WellMedica Aesthetic & Anti-Aging Medicine
703.787.9866
1801 Robert Fulton Dr.
Suite 540, Reston, VA
www.WellMedica.com

The Viva device obtains the results of full face laser resurfacing without the downtime and risks. It’s like getting a CO2, Erbium, Fraxel and VBeam laser all in one. It treats everything from fine lines and wrinkles to skin laxity, tone and texture, large pores, hyperpigmentation (even melasma), acne scarring, redness/rosacea and age spots. It sounds too good to be true, but it really works! Unlike Fraxel and laser treatments that target the skin’s surface causing damage in order to signal the skin to repair itself, the Viva uses patented nanofractional radiofrequency and SmartScan technology to deliver energy to the dermis. This generates heat in a controlled manner to initiate skin change, rebuilding collagen and fibroblast stimulation, all resulting in tissue remodeling.

What It’s Like
It really is a very benign procedure and well tolerated by even our most sensitive patient. A topical anesthetic is applied to clean skin for about 45 minutes. 99% of our patients don’t feel a thing. Occasionally the feeling of warmth or a quick pinch can be sensed. We give our patients a cold air chiller to keep them comfortable. The treatment itself only takes about 15-20 minutes, depending on the size of the area being treated. You can expect mild to moderate redness and minimal swelling of the treated areas. The redness should stop after a few hours, and the swelling should go down within 12-24 hours.

How It Works
Venus Viva treatments are most effective when done as a series. We recommend 6 treatments about 4 weeks apart. Once the treatment course is completed, results continue to develop and improve over 6-9 months. This is because it takes the collagen and elastin cells that long to regenerate. We often combine the Viva treatments with other procedures on the same day such as Venus Freeze, facial fillers, Botox and Vibradermabrasion. The end result is firmer, more even toned, radiant skin with little to no downtime.
Tips to Start Your Kids Off On the Right Foot This School Year

by Kimberly Blaker

The mark of a new school is often anticipated with a mix of emotions for kids and parents alike, ranging from exhilaration to anxiety. Kids are excited to wear their new clothes, see their classmates, and participate in extracurricular activities. Parents are proud to see their kids reach another milestone and look forward to exciting new experiences for their growing child.

But the school year can bring about challenges as well that leave kids and parents anxious. So follow these tips to get your kids off to a good start and keep them on course.

Kids need their Zs

Sufficient sleep is essential to proper brain function. When kids are deprived of sleep, it can interfere with their memory, attention, and ability to learn. Insufficient sleep can also adversely affect health. It contributes to type 2 diabetes in children and teens.

Mental health is also affected by sleep. Kids who don’t get enough quality sleep are at risk for mood swings, anxiety, hyperactivity, and aggressive behavior.

Unfortunately, because teens’ circadian rhythm keeps them alert later at night, early school start times don’t help. But getting plenty of sleep is crucial. Kids ages 6 to 12 need 9 to 12 hours of sleep each night, and teens require 8 to 10.

To help your kids fall asleep better, set a curfew and regular bedtime for school nights accordingly. On weekends, kids want to stay up later. Just try not to let their weekend sleep patterns veer too far from their weekday routine. Otherwise, it’ll be a challenge to get them back on track. Also:

- Remove media from bedrooms at night.
- Set a curfew of 2 – 3 hours before bed for caffeine.
- Keep bedroom temperatures 3 degrees cooler at night than during the daytime.
- Make sure your kids have plenty of blankets.
- Have your child take a hot bath before bed.
- Have kids eat a light, high carbohydrate snack before bed such as fruit or white grains.

Balance is essential

During the school year, kids have a lot on their plate. In addition to school, they have family, friends, homework, chores, extracurricular activities, and perhaps a part-time job.

But balance is essential to your child’s wellbeing. The reason such imbalance sometimes develops is that parents see other families involved in so many extracurricular activities. As a result, parents think they’re not doing their job if their kids aren’t always on the go. Because kids want to make their parents happy and proud of them, kids often don’t speak up when they feel overwhelmed.

Structured activities do provide valuable benefits to kids. Still, they need free time to play and socialize as well. When kids lack balance in their lives, it can cause them stress and interfere with their ability to sleep and optimal functioning. It can also affect their mental wellness.

Pay attention to emotional health

According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness, 1 in 5 adolescents has a mental health condition. A significant percentage of younger kids also experience mental disorders. Conditions range from anxiety and depression to attention deficit disorder, and in the later teens, bipolar and schizophrenia.
School success is strongly tied to kids' emotional wellness. Unfortunately, when kids exhibit behavioral changes, parents often assume it's just a childhood or adolescent phase as opposed to a mental health problem.

Child and family therapist, Donna M. Carollo, LMFT, says when a child or teen "exhibits symptoms of depression for over a month, it's time to seek professional help." Carollo points out a few signs to watch for that could indicate depression or another mental illness. These include “a child wanting to socially isolate, exhibiting excessive fatigue, a change in appetite, a lack of desire to do any of the fun things they used to, or a sudden drop in academic performance.”

Drugs and alcohol misuse or abuse may also be symptoms of a mental health condition. If you suspect your teen is misusing or abusing substances, intervention is crucial. You can make an appointment with a mental health care professional or contact an addiction treatment center for help.

You can also contact the local public behavioral health care agency for child and adolescent mental health or substance abuse concerns.

%Limit cell phone use%  

According to a 2018 survey by Pew Research Center, more than half of kids between 13 and 17 worry they spend too much time on their cell phones. Helpful rules include no phones during mealtime and that chores and homework must be completed before kids can have their phones. Also, set consequences for breaking cell phone rules. Loss of their cell phone for a specified period is an appropriate measure.

Get academic help

If your child has struggled academically in the past or grades begin to suffer, your kid may need help. Any of the above issues, among other things, can lead to academic problems.

Some kids struggle with retaining information, understanding concepts, or have a different learning style. Also, learning disabilities can affect kids of all intelligence levels and cause academic challenges.

If your child is struggling in one or more subjects, ask your child’s teachers about their observations. Then talk to the school principal. Public schools are required to provide an assessment upon request. If your child attends a private school that doesn’t offer assessments, you can request it through your public school district.

Whatever the reason for your child’s school difficulties, there are ways to help. First, establish a regular homework time. Also, set up a quiet, distraction-free area as a homework station and furnish it with a desk or comfortable chair. Kids’ rooms provide too many distractions. Plus the ability to close their door can hide that they’re not on task.

Also, consider a tutor. Some schools offer free one-on-one or afterschool group tutoring. Another option is to ask a trusted family member, neighbor, or friend who might be interested in helping. You can find free online video tutorials at KhanAcademy.org as well.

Another option is to hire a tutor. Look for local tutoring companies, or visit TakeLessons.com or Care.com to find local tutors.

According to a 2018 survey by Pew Research Center, more than half of kids between 13 and 17 worry they spend too much time on their cell phones.
BAZIN’S ON CHURCH
Vienna | American | $$$
Set on historic Church Street in the heart of Vienna, Bazin’s on Church continues to exceed the expectations of the town’s discriminating diners. Chef Patrick Bazin’s modern American cuisine is simply extraordinary. Stop in for a drink at the bar or a delicious meal in their comfortable and casual dining area. Reservations are strongly recommended.
111 Church St. | 703.255.7212
www.bazinsonchurch.com

CAFE OGGI
McLean | Italian | $$
For over 27 years, Café Oggi has reflected a pure and newfound combination of Italy’s old world sophistication with McLean’s contemporary novelty. With authentic preparations in an inviting and warm atmosphere, Café Oggi aims to please. Pasta, fresh fish, succulent veal, a notable wine list, and more.
6671 Old Dominion Dr | 703.442.7360
www.cafeoggi.com

NOSTOS
Vienna | Greek | $$$
Presenting a fresh take on Greek cuisine, Nostos offers fresh food in sharing-sized portions. Try one of their 50 different wines from different regions of Greece to complement your lunch or dinner. The menu showcases new and traditional Greek dishes, as well as fresh fish from the Mediterranean Sea.
8100 Boone Blvd. | 703.760.0690
www.nostosrestaurant.com

RISTORANTE BONAROTI
Vienna | Italian | $$$
Warm and romantic, Bonaroti’s is a favorite of Italian fine dining patrons. Enjoy an extensive wine list and culinary creations made of the freshest and finest ingredients from Italy. There is everything from calamari to antipasti dishes and entrées of seafood, veal, and lamb.
428 Maple Ave E | 703.281.7550
www.bonarotirestaurant.com

MAGGIO’S
Vienna | Greek-Italian | $
Specializing in Greek and Italian cuisine with American favorites, Maggio’s offers award winning Mediterranean selections such as Greek festive rotisserie chicken, classic gyros, souvlaki, moussaka, pita wraps, and falafel, as well as their popular marinated flame broiled lamb chops, and Italian specialties. Committed to healthy eating, they use only the freshest, high quality ingredients and cooking methods.
21 Maple Ave E | 703.938.7777
www.maggiovienna.com
▲ NOT YOUR AVERAGE JOE’S  
Reston | American | $$
Enjoy fun and eclectic cuisine from every corner of the globe. Not Your Average Joe’s began with the goal to create a unique neighborhood place where people know your name, where the food and prices are great, and where you feel special without dressing up. The large restaurant features a full bar, two seasonal outdoor patios, an open kitchen, and a wood-burning oven, all in a bright and polished atmosphere.
1845 Fountain Dr, Reston, VA | 571-234-8200
www.notyouraveragejoes.com/reston/

▲ DOLCE VELOCE  
Fairfax | Italian | $
Stop at a bar along the piazza in sunny Sardinia, or linger at a trattoria in Venice’s San Marco Square and you will be invited to experience cicchetti (chi-KET-tee), small plates or side dishes from the legendary cuisine of Italy. Now you can also enjoy cicchetti closer to home, at Dolce Veloce. These small plates offer a variety of flavors, from seafoods, salumes, and salads to skewered meats, risotto, and Mediterranean plates of olives and cheese.
10824 Fairfax Boulevard | 703.385.1530
dolceveloce.com

▲ CAFE RENAISSANCE  
Vienna | French | $$
Touted as the most romantic dinner in Northern Virginia, Café Renaissance is an elegant restaurant in the true sense of Parisian tradition and is Vienna’s most sophisticated dining experience. An old-world destination with an enormous wine list and ornate, gilded rooms, its cuisine is classic French with a modern twist and an Italian accent.
163 Glyndon St SE | 703.938.3311
www.caferenaisance.com

▲ ZEFFIRELLI RISTORANTE ITALIANO  
Herndon | Italian | $$$
This upscale, white-tablecloth Tuscan-Italian restaurant serves pasta, seafood and popular veal chops. If you are looking for a quiet Italian dinner in Herndon, this is the place. They have great food, amazing service and make a wonderful cappuccino.
728 Pine St, Herndon, VA | 703-318-7000
zeffirelliristorante.com

▲ L’AUBERGE CHEZ FRANCOIS  
Great Falls | French | $$$
Internationally acclaimed, L’Auberge Chez François transports diners to the Alsatian countryside in this rustic French country inn, nestled among lush woods and fragrant gardens. Well-known as the place to celebrate special occasions for more than 60 years, L’Auberge Chez François offers an authentic menu, full of the flavors of Alsace and traditional French cuisine. Expect professional fine dining service, extreme attention to detail in a casual yet elegant atmosphere. Reservations recommended.
352 Springvale Rd, Great Falls, VA | 703.759.3800
www.laubergechezfrancois.com
Seafish has a good reputation. People who care about healthy eating know that it is an important source of nutrients including its abundance of omega-3 fatty acids and Vitamin D. Restaurant owner Tuba Sapanli recognizes this fact; it's her mantra and the inspiration behind MediterraFish Market in Fairfax’s Mosaic District.

The Evidence-based Health Benefits of Seafood

When you learn the health benefits of seafood, you’ll endeavor to add some to your daily diet. Evidence-based research shows that eating seafood can boost brain health, benefit depression, help prevent asthma, protect vision and enhance sleep quality. A 2012 study published in the Global Journal of Health Science states, “There is evidence that increased consumption of seafood and bioactive components derived from fish, shellfish, and seaweed could have a positive impact on the health of people around the world.”
Thus, the role of seafood in the maintenance and enhancement of health grows stronger given the problem of lifestyle-related disease and the local food environment.

A major report called "Fish, Shellfish and Children’s Health" published in June 2019 by the Journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics looked at a collection of studies showing that “eating fish early in life — probably before 9 months of age — may prevent allergic diseases like asthma, eczema and allergic rhinitis.”

Convenient and Affordable Ways to Increase Your Seafood Intake

How can you accomplish the goal of eating more seafood, even when you’re not sure how to prepare it yourself? Sapanli has the answers. She created a market that caters to people looking to eat fresh, high quality seafood, whether that’s in her restaurant, or for people who would like to prepare it at home. “Many people come here wanting to buy our whole fish for grilling. We’re a fresh fish market,” explains Sapanli. “If they don’t want to mess with any of that, we cook the fish for them for $7.95 [plus price of seafood]. We add rice and salad—making it a whole meal. Then, we package it all up, so it’s ready to go. Of course, if they don’t want any of that, they can eat in the restaurant.”

Her preparations are what makes MediterraFish exceptional. Sapanli is Turkish and believes in simple, fresh food, without any fillers. She preps the fish with olive oil and Mediterranean herbs, then puts them in ready-to-cook trays. “People appreciate it, because they don’t know enough about seafood, they avoid it, they don’t make it. They usually eat it for a special occasion only, not in their regular diet. But everyone knows you need to eat more seafood. We’re trying to make it easier for people to put seafood in their daily or weekly routine,” says Sapanli.

In addition to buying seafood or paying for a meal-kit, you can order seafood online and have it shipped to your home directly (mediterrafish.com). For example, order a pack of four Sea Bass-Bronzini that’s cleaned and prepped for $51.95; shipping is free within a 400 mile radius. “We have customers who moved to Brooklyn and Wisconsin, and they are our online customers.

We sell olive oil and spice mixes, things you need to make a meal, including veggie mixes. If they don’t want what’s in the meal kit, they can order custom things,” notes Sapanli.

MediterraFish Market & Restaurant Features Seafood and Turkish Delights

So say you’re looking for a nice meal with your family? MediterraFish’s menu focuses on fresh seafood, but also has non-seafood options like their melt-in-your-mouth Steak and Cheese Sandwich, “Our steak (and chicken) is all Hillie cut, and we buy lean ground beef for our steak sandwich with no fat in it. Then we marinate the meat overnight, slow cook with herbs, and braise it,” says Sapanli. “It’s got a lot of love in it.”

Their fish and chips feature fresh Bronzini battered lightly with cornmeal and lemon pepper. The restaurant hand-cuts all their seafood to make their salmon burgers and crab cakes, without adding any preservatives. You can also buy these vacuum-packed to cook at home.

The Turkish pizza is made in house, as are the house made fries. Nothing is frozen, and she uses non-GMO corn oil. “Everything single thing is designed to be healthy,” emphasizes Sapanli. The restaurant is open for breakfast too, where you can order Turkish coffee and Turkish tea accompanied by a Turkish bagel called Simit. “We want to honor our heritage,” she adds.

Do not miss their fresh salads, especially the Arugula Beet Feta Meeting, with walnuts and lemon olive oil. For a satisfying meal, add a piece of fish on top. MediterraFish’s Tabouleh is made with organic quinoa, and a “secret spice mix,” rendering it tangy, crunchy and soulful. Vegetarians will be replete with their Avocado Protein Fix, a salad with hearty chunks of avocado, smokey parmigiana cheese and greens, all gently bathed in tart lime-olive oil dressing. She says her customers are addicted to her lemon parsley rice, which accompanies her platters. For smaller appetites, she sells crisp Hook Rolls—phylllo dough filled with house-
cut seafood—as well as salmon bites and Little Koftes, meatballs in a roasted tomato-based sauce.

The Calamari & Chips and Shrimp’s Blind Date—rotated in a variety of formulations—are both shareable, and a fun way to start a feast. Most of the seafood can be served on a roll or in a tortilla. Finish off the meal with Sapanli’s homemade baklava.

A Family Business that is Family Friendly

MediterraFish is a family-friendly restaurant. They’re reintroducing the popular Turkish brunch this fall, a weekly event that draws ex-pats from the region, especially large family groups. She says parents come in regularly to purchase soups for their children and babies. “Because we are a family-owned business, we don’t have alcohol here,” says Sapanli. “We also have play area in the restaurant.”

MediterraFish Market is helping to spread the love of seafood for all generations, whether they’re making it easier for customers to make it at home, or helping them increase their intake at the casual restaurant. Sapanli sees her mission through, one day at a time. “We have a lot to offer, but one thing to know,” she says, “whatever you get from here, you won’t feel bad about eating.”

MediterraFish Eatery & Market
2727A Merrilee Dr. Fairfax, VA 22031
Tuesday-Saturday: 11am - 8:00pm
Sunday: 10am - 7pm
Closed on Mondays.
(703) 462 9644
FACIAL & AIRWAY DEVELOPMENT CENTER™

Sunrise Orthodontics provides to our patients the self-confidence needed to make stunning first impressions: a beautiful unique smile. Dr. Calkins provides the finest personal care in the area utilizing advanced digital technologies to customize your diagnosis and treatment plan. The correct position of craniofacial and dental structures facilitates function of upper airway. Your health begins with a face that can support your airway. A smile, denotes you are healthy!

AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Orthodontics for Children and Adults
TMJ Diagnosis & Treatment, use of MLS Laser Therapy
Orofacial Myofunctional Therapy (OMT)
Insignia™ Invisalign™ & Invisalign Teen™
Lingual & Aesthetic Clear Braces
Cleft Lip & Palate Treatment
Sleep Apnea Treatment

• Member of American Association of Orthodontists
• American Cleft Palate Association
• Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine
• Northern Virginia Airway Group
• Piper Education and Research Center
  • The Dawson Academy
• Virginia Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine
• Spear Study Club • Seattle Study Club

11490 Commerce Park Drive, Suite 430, Reston, VA 20191
703.476.3969 • sunrise-orthodontics.com

Our Recent Analytics
74 Views Per Day
Super Affordable Banner Ads
Remarkable Exposure
Call 703-585-3354
Agora Opens New Location in Tysons Corner

The Beloved Mediterranean Mezze Restaurant Expands From Its Original Dupont Location With First Northern Virginia Outpost

Modern Mediterranean favorite Agora opened its doors in July to its newest location in Tysons Corner (7911 Westpark Drive). The 4,000-square-foot eatery features a custom brick oven and is the official northern Virginia outpost of the original Agora, a delicious and beloved Dupont Circle mainstay for nearly a decade.

The new Agora Tysons features a mezzanine level, a 12-seat chef’s bar overlooking the kitchen—which is helmed by Chef Ghassan Jarrouj—and an authentic charcoal grill.

Located on the ground floor of the stunning Nouvelle residences in the heart of Tysons Corner, Agora offers dinner and late-night menus, with lunch and brunch. The exciting mezze menu features a host of Mediterranean favorites along with new Tysons-exclusive dishes including Karni Yarik (fried baby eggplant topped with ground beef and lamb, pine nuts; served over yogurt sauce), Mixed Seafood (for two) (Branzino, scallops, shrimp, kalamar, octopus) and Duck Pide (shredded duck confit, mozzarella, drizzled with fig balsamic).

An extensive beverage program, curated in collaboration with GMDC Hospitality, showcases authentic flavors as well, incorporating Raki (a sweetened anise-flavored spirit), rose liqueur, aromatic spices and more in unique craft concoctions. A comprehensive wine and beer list, featuring Mediterranean and local D.C.-area vineyards and breweries, also joins the beverage menu.
Renowned D.C. architecture and design brands Urbane Architects and Sorrell Design have infused the new Agora with Turkish decor and flair, combining airy cool and warm hues with ornate touches like intricate basket weave, mosaic lamps and kaleidoscopic inlays. In fact, all of the millwork in Agora comes directly from Turkey, with patterns and design elements throughout the venue inspired by native art and culture.

“From our authentic charcoal grill to the imported Turkish decor, we are excited to serve up a truly Mediterranean experience at Agora and are thrilled to be bringing our very best to this vibrant corner of northern Virginia,” says Chef Jarrouj.

Agora Tysons is open Monday through Sunday, 11am to 2am. For more information, please call 703.663.8737.

ABOUT AGORA
Agora, a Mediterranean mezze restaurant located in the heart of Tysons Corner at 7911 Westpark Drive, is the go-to gathering place for all occasions.
Local Hot Spots

Open Road

If you’re looking for a cozy, local hot-spot offering cold beer, live music, and fresh food then Open Road should be near the top of your list. Sitting just down the street from the Jefferson District Park, Open Road is a fantastic restaurant and music venue offering both inside and outside seating with a full service bar on either side of the doors. The menu is filled with delicious small plates and entrees like ceviche and the Peruvian spiced half chicken. If you enjoy the musical atmosphere and the general ambiance of Open Road, you can also host your own event here as the accommodations are perfect for an engagement party, corporate happy hour, or a birthday party.

8100 Lee Hwy, Falls Church, Virginia
571-395-4400 | www.openroadgrill.com

Wolf Trap

Wolf Trap National Park is a performing arts center located on 117 acres of national park land in Fairfax County. The land offers both natural and cultural resources but is mostly known for its iconic 7,000-seat amphitheater that produces nearly 100 shows during its performance season. Known as the Filene Center, this amphitheater is designed to bring a sense of harmony between music and nature. Lawn seats are available on the grassy hill which sits directly in front of the amphitheater, and there you can bring your own food and drinks. Also check out the Barns at Wolf Trap and the Children’s Theater in the Woods—the latter being a separate venue tucked in the woods at Wolf Trap National Park. Performances here range from music and dance to puppetry and interactive storytelling.

1551 Trap Rd, Vienna, Virginia
703-255-1800 | www.nps.gov

More

By Omid Khanzadeh
Meadowlark Botanical Gardens

This 95-acre complex is situated just a few minutes away from Wolf Trap and is a botanical garden and event venue in northern Virginia featuring native flora and fauna, a welcome center, lakes, trails, and ornamental gardens. The property is protected and operated by NOVA Parks and is a perfect spot to explore during the warmer seasons. One of its most significant attractions is the Atrium, which has been predominantly used as a wedding and event venue.

The Korean Bell Garden and Pavilion is another notable attraction as it’s the first of its kind in the Western Hemisphere and the first on the East Coast of the United States. You can also expect majestic views of the Piedmont hills, a restored 18th Century log cabin, tropical gardens, and the annual Winter Walk of Lights.

9750 Meadowlark Gardens Ct, Vienna, Virginia
703-255-3631 | www.novaparks.com/parks/meadow-lark-botanical-gardens

The Auld Shebeen

Serving traditional Irish fare as well as American favorites, the Auld Shebeen is a standout hotspot in Old Town Fairfax as it provides weekly musical acts, karaoke, and trivia night. The food and service is also on point. The chicken club, oysters, and the shepherd’s pie are fan-favorites while the generally warm atmosphere and authentic Irish flare and drinks make for a fun, casual night out on the town. The Auld Shebeen not only offers live musical acts in multiple rooms, but it also has a descent basement dance floor which makes this spot one of the hippest and relaxed atmospheres in the city.

3971 Chain Bridge Rd, Fairfax, Virginia
703-293-9600 | www.theauldshebeenva.com
Mark’s Pub

Tucked away in a strip mall, Mark’s Pub is an exceptional neighborhood sports bar with great bar food, good prices and friendly staff members. The tavern has become a neighborhood hot spot for locals and it’s no wonder as it offers a warm vibe with weekday happy hour specials. One thing that separates Mark’s Pub from other local watering holes in the community is that it has always stuck to its roots as a traditional tavern, and this seems to bring back all the locals while simultaneously bringing new faces.Trivia nights, karaoke, open-mic nights, and live music are also events occurring weekly at Mark’s Pub.

2190 Pimmit Dr, Falls Church, Virginia
703-356-3822 | www.markspub-fcva.com

Sully’s Pour House

Known for their excellent surroundings and their outdoor patio seating, Sully’s Pour House has something to offer for every member of the family. The fantastic service and not-so-expensive drinks are perfect for a family gathering, while the hilarious karaoke nights and diversions like dart boards and oversized Jenga keep the young professionals coming through each night. The traditional pub food like the towering nachos excites everyone and if you’re interested in some further entertainment, check out their weekly trivia nights or Herndon’s Idol—a weekly Tuesday event and contest during the fall season featuring the best singing talents of the area.

754 Elden Street #102, Herndon, Virginia
703-464-0524 | www.sullyspourhouse.com
The Perfect Menus and Spaces for your Holiday Party

An evening at Nostos brings all the charm, flavors and warm hospitality of Greece to your table. Immerse yourself in the rich comfort of warm hues, Mediterranean flavors, and family hospitality.

Award-winning Nostos restaurant has a variety of traditional and new Greek dishes to stimulate your senses. Choose from over 70 wines from several different regions of Greece to pair with food or simply for the pleasure of your palate.

Voted 100 Very Best Restaurants 2012–2018
–Washingtonian

#1 Restaurant in Tysons Corner
–Trip Advisor

Make your dinner reservation today!

703.760.0690

8100 boone blvd. vienna, VA 22182
www.nostosrestaurant.com
Tysons Update

Here’s a close-up of the Herndon Station. It is being constructed by Capital Rail Constructors, a joint venture of Clark Construction LLC and Kiewit Infrastructure South Co., as part of the Silver Line extension to Dulles Airport and Loudoun County.

**Herndon Station** includes:

- Bus drop-off and pick-up (south side)
- Kiss & ride (existing)
- 5 lockers (south)
- Bike racks (north side and garage)
- Combined new and existing parking garage will house approximately 3,700 cars.

**Shown Above:** At the Herndon Metrorail Station south pavilion, commuters will notice the curved, silver roof covering the connection from the pavilion to the existing Herndon-Monroe Parking Garage.

There are many planned new developments and here is a look at two of them.

**Woodland Park East** development:

- Bordered by Dulles Toll Road and Monroe Street.
- Developed by Tishman Speyer.
- 1/2 mile from the Herndon Metrorail Station.
- 1.6 million square feet of office and residential on 3.15 acres.

**555 Herndon Parkway** Development:

- Located at 555 Herndon Parkway.
- Developed by Penzance.
- 300 feet from the Herndon Metrorail Station.
- 325,000 square feet of office space, two residential towers and ground-floor retail on 4.3 acres.
- Includes plans for publicly accessible plaza and multi-modal streetscapes.

When Phase 2 of the Silver Line opens, Reston Residents Will Be Served by Three Stations:

*the Phase One Wiehle-Reston, the Reston Town Center Station and Herndon Station.*
Where to park at Herndon Station:

- Parking garage at this station will be operated by Fairfax County Government.
- An existing structure includes:
  - Covered parking garage
  - Kiss & ride
  - Slug lot
  - Access to Fairfax Connector bus routes
- This garage contains around 1,750 free parking spaces and is currently closed for maintenance. A new garage has recently been completed by Fairfax County and is now open.

View of the east end of Herndon Metrorail Station with the skylights, vaulted roof and stairs visible.

▲ In the coming months, check Reston Now for close-ups of other Phase 2 stations.

Silver Line Testing to Start in Eastern Loudoun
Photo courtesy of Phil DeLeon/ Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project
Decades Of Experience Delivering Exceptional Remodeling.
Start and end each day in a space you love. We take care of you when you work with Foster Remodeling Solutions, Inc. Our experienced designers work with you and your family to create beautiful, smart bathrooms to meet your needs. Foster Remodeling Solutions integrates functional solutions into stunning design. Experienced design-build from talented professionals makes our process makes it perfect.

Ready to schedule a free consultation?

Call Today! 703-743-7608
or online at FosterRemodeling.com

Kitchens • Bathrooms • Master Suites • Aging-In-Place
Additions • Whole Home Remodels and more!

Visit our Design and Selection Showroom at:
Foster Remodeling Solutions, Inc.
7211-H Telegraph Square Drive | Lorton, VA 22079

Phantom of the Workhouse:
Masquerade Ball
November 16
6-11pm
The Workhouse Arts Center
Reception, Raffle, Silent Auction
6pm-7pm
Dinner, Live Auction, Dancing
7:30pm - 10:00pm
Black tie optional.
Masquerade Encouraged.
Contact Elena Romanova for more information at elenaromanova@workhousearts.org

SAVE THE DATE!

LET’S BE SOCIAL!

facebook.com/VivaTysons

@vivatysonsmag

info@vivatysons.com
Too many people are beset by horrible diseases through no discernable reason on their part that alter or shorten their lives. For those who beat the attack on their bodies there are many reasons to rejoice at having won the fight. For those who do not make it to the average age of a lifespan there will likely be much grieving and sense of loss by those who are left behind.

Many industries have developed around the science and mystery of staying young forever, staving off diseases and setbacks, and finding eternal happiness. There is evidence that some of these really work; for others the evidence is not clear. There is certainty that you will have to be committed in time and money. For those like me who hide behind a busy and stingy lifestyle, there must be ways to live out your life so that more of your personal goals are reached before your body is used up. What can one do to maintain a reasonably active lifestyle with just enough effort and money to get by? That is a question I have pondered for much of my life. My conclusion after reading from many sources is that there are things one can do that will provide a return just enough to get by.

I have no credentials that make me any kind of an expert in the field of living a long and healthy life, and I offer my findings as just observation that you may choose to compare with other sources as you decide on your own lifestyle. These are the things I am trying to do in life.

As a non-athlete with poor coordination I have not been willing to force myself into many exercise routines that hurt when I do them or for which I simply do not seem suited. I gather from my sketchy research that exercise is essential. One needs to keep the body moving for it to be able to continue to move. Apparently walking is the best exercise, and it can be done in more than half-hour sprints most of the days of the week. You do not need to beat anyone else’s time or to exceed your tolerance level for sweating. Walking a mile or more a day rather than just strolling might be adequate.

Drink a lot but alcohol in moderation. And eliminating sugary drinks is desirable. Water is one of the sustainers of life and should be consumed regularly and in good quantity. I am not going to try to sort out the many diet plans that go beyond my capacity to evaluate. For eating, the answer seems to be to make healthy choices that do not include a lot or any red meat, fatty stuff of all kinds, and too much salt or sugar. Whole grains are important as are things common in Mediterranean diets like olive oil, salads and vegetables. Get to know what a portion really means for it is likely to be much smaller than you would ever have guessed.

Companionship is really important; that might be a spouse, significant other, bridge or book club members, religious faith friends, or family. Stay in touch with others. It is good for them and for you. Pay attention to what you are thinking, to what is going on in your head. If you are discovering too many conspiracies among those around you or in the world, increase your dose of companionship with those who are well balanced.

Those are my conclusions on what is just enough to get by. Work out your own formula for a long and happy life. The important part is to take charge of life; do not simply let it take charge of you!
You deserve a new kitchen!

APPOINTMENT ONLY
703-771-3300 (Leesburg) | 703-917-0744 (Tysons) | 540-459-2250 (Woodstock)
www.absolute-kitchens.com

C & C GARAGE
Your hometown auto experts remind you to have your automobile checked for the heat of Summer. C & C Garage offers excellent automotive repairs and state and emissions inspections in our certified repair facility in the heart of Vienna, VA.
703.281.5570
334 Dominion Rd., NE | Vienna, VA 22180
WWW.CANDCGARAGE.COM

Zeffirelli
Ristorante Italiano
Celebrating 28 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
Intimate Bar Area
Elegant Dining
Fine Wines

Let Us Host Your Special Event In Our Newly Remodeled Space
Zeffirelli Ristorante Italiano has been preparing the finest authentic dishes of Italy for the community for over 20 years. We bring our special entrees just for you! Zeffirelli Ristorante has a phenomenal selection of wine to go with the food.
(703) 318-7000
In Old Town Herndon
728 Pine St
Herndon, VA 20170
Parking available behind the restaurant
www.zeffirelliwa.com

Lake Anne Brew House
Reston, VA
THE BEER
travelled
LESS THAN
YOU DID.
Brewed in Fairfax County, Poured in Fairfax County.
VISIT FXVA.COM
TO FIND YOUR LOCAL BREWERY.
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THE DAVE & JOANNE ADAMS GROUP
—NEIGHBORHOOD EXPERTS!

If you’re looking for an experienced team of real estate agents who are experts in this local area, who can bring a wealth of knowledge and expertise about buying, selling, renting or investing in our area—Talk to Dave and Joanne Adams.

The DAVE AND JOANNE ADAMS GROUP is ready to provide you the skills that work for YOU!

Our goal as full-time realtors is to provide you with the knowledge you need to make informed decisions. Honesty, integrity, experience, and commitment to service are the cornerstones of our real estate careers. Award Winning ADAMS GROUP welcomes the opportunity to listen to what your real estate goals are and get to work to make it happen!

With years of experience in our markets, and hundreds of area buyers and sellers attesting to the caliber of services, a conversation with Dave and Joanne is always a good idea.

For additional information visit: www.joanneadams.com

DAVE ADAMS
REALTOR®, SRS, MRP, e-PRO
703-963-4491
Dave@JoAnneAdams.com
Certified Luxury Property Specialist

JOANNE ADAMS
REALTOR®, CDPE, SRES, SRS
703-606-2166
JustSold@JoAnneAdams.com

MAKE YOUR LIVING SPACE EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO COME HOME TO AT THE END OF THE DAY. THIS LIVING SPACE PHOTO WAS TAKEN AT THE RESIDENCE OF OUR MOST RECENT CUSTOMER. LET US KNOW WHAT WE CAN CREATE FOR YOU!

“Throughout our 29 years in business, the awards are always nice, but the true measure of our success is happy clients. Thank you to these homeowners for allowing us to do the work we love.”

John Coburn, President, Bruce and Wilma Bowers, Co-Owners